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Module 1 - System & 
Standards 
This module is meant to provide you with an understanding of the “rules” from SCUBA C&P and the 
underlying philosophy. Your instructor course will start with the information in this chapter. The In-
structor Trainer will add examples to the information provided here and will guide you through the use 
of the Instructor Manual. The desired result is that you understand how to use this system of diver edu-
cation for your lectures in the classroom and in the pool or open water. Further details on those aspects 
are then elaborated in the following two chapters. Your personal know-how is addressed in the last part 
of the course. 
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Course Orientation 

Welcome 

Imagine you would be the owner of a dive centre and you would 
need to employ a diving instructor. What would be the attributes you 
would be looking for when selecting the best applicant for the posi-
tion?  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
 

When assigning each of the listed attributes to the categories 
knowledge, skills and attitude, there is a dominance of the latter. 

The criteria that must be fulfilled to become an instructor relate to 
knowledge and skills. Passing an instructor course and succeeding in 
the diving industry are dependent on different criteria. Since attitude 
cannot be measured within the context of an instructor course, it is 
hardly taken into account. It will be a decisive factor afterwards. 

An instructor course that focusses only on passing performance re-
quirements may lead to certification, but is a poor preparation for 
“real life”. 

The desired attributes of a scuba instructor require a training process 
that pays attention to an adequate level of knowledge and skills. It 
also requires attention to the subjective subjects that allow instruc-
tors to position themselves as a specialist and to have the ability to 
adapt to context. 

How many of these desired attributes are in your opinion things that 
are learned in an instructor course? 

What are attributes of a scuba 
instructor? 
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SCUBA C &P 

Your attendance of this course means that you seek authorization as 
a Scuba Instructor. In that capacity you rely on services that SCUBA 
C&P has to offer. 

SCUBA C&P seeks to make learning for divers as easy as possible. The 
only way to do that is by giving beginners a high level of guidance. 
The desire to make diving easy at beginner levels makes thorough 
and strict training for diving professionals non-negotiable. Those 
who reach Scuba Instructor level have given proof of their abilities to 
teach in such a way to make learning easy for new divers. 

SCUBA C&P provides an educational system and designs and produc-
es the tools that are needed for adequate teaching. General tools 
(such as presentation slides) are available for instructors on a Drop-
box. Other materials, such as student manuals on paper, can be or-
dered from SCUBA C&P at competitive prices. 

All student documentation can be done electronically. This includes 
student progress, certification, and many other administrative pro-
cedures. SCUBA C&P is (almost) paper-free. 

SCUBA C&P keeps you informed of current trends. All authorized 
individuals receive newsletters on a regular basis. The intent is to 
share information that allows instructors to improve their courses. 

Effort is made to improve the level of courses, and to identify indi-
viduals who endanger the good name and reputation of SCUBA C&P 
and other authorized individuals. Certified students receive a ques-
tionnaire which is designed to verify adherence to standards, as well 
as solicit input on possible programme improvements. 

For commercial success, SCUBA C&P puts resources and effort in 
making the name and logo known. 

On a more constructive basis, SCUBA C&P invests effort in streamlin-
ing the administration for training activities. This allows dive centres, 
resorts and schools to fully concentrate on training without the bur-
den of too much paperwork. The same applies to SCUBA C&P for in-
ternal procedures. This aids in maintaining competitive prices. 

The Instructor Course 

Training toward Scuba Instructor consists of four modules. This 
module is the first and is called System & Standards. The others are 
“Methods to Teach Theory”, “Methods for In-Water Training” and 
“Knowledge & Skills”. 

This Systems & Standards module has 5 lectures (including this ori-
entation). The other lectures cover the SCUBA C&P philosophy and 

What does SCUBA C&P have to 
offer? 

What are the four modules of an 
instructor course? 
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system, the SCUBA C&P standards, procedures for SCUBA C&P au-
thorized individuals and legal responsibility. This is the only module 
without diving activity or other practical segments (such as teaching 
theory lectures). 

The System & Standards module is completed with written exams on 
the content of this module. The requirements for passing the other 
modules are communicated at the beginning of that module. 

Instructors who hold a certification according to EN 14413-2 / ISO 
24802-2 from another diver training organization are certified as 
Scuba Instructor once the requirements for (a shortened version of) 
all four modules are completed. Such Add-On (cross-over) pro-
grammes consists of the complete module 1 and a shortened version 
of module 2, 3 and 4. 

All others have to pass an instructor examination before becoming 
Scuba Instructor. The exam takes place during the last days of the 
instructor course. Candidates show their mastery of key elements of 
the instructor training programme. 

The instructor examination is conducted by a headquarters assigned 
Advanced Instructor Trainer in the function of examiner. The exam-
iner can be seen as a “second opinion” to confirm that the training 
has been successful. 

Each module is completed with an exam or with a requirement to 
fulfil specific performance requirements. 

If a candidate fails to fulfil performance requirements or does not 
achieve the minimum score on an exam, the student cannot be ac-
credited for completion. 

A remake for an exam or fulfilling a performance requirement is al-
lowed. Such a remake may be done without a required waiting peri-
od. If the course schedule allows sufficient time, a remake can be 
done without rescheduling. 

If the course schedule does not allow sufficient time, a candidate has 
up to 1 year to do the required remake at another location and/or at 
another time. 

A candidate who did not complete all modules cannot be allowed to 
take the instructor examination. 

The options for remakes within an instructor examination are listed 
in the “Exam Candidate Statement of Understanding”. 

  

Do I become Scuba Instructor 
once all four modules are 
completed? 

What are the consequences if I 
do not pass a module or the 
instructor examination? 
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Materials & Planning 

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

Instructor Statement of Understanding for Instructor Exam 

I understand that my permission to present myself for an Instructor Examination signifies that my Instructor 
Trainer has confirmed that I have reached the level of skills and knowledge that is needed to become a Scuba 
Instructor. I also understand that the level of my skills and knowledge is subject to confirmation by an Instructor 
Examiner. My skills and knowledge are needed for diver and student safety and learning. Mastery of these skills 
and knowledge must be given any time I engage in activities that are authorized under the Scuba Instructor status. 
My professionalism is something that must be proven over and over again. Just having been able during an in-
structor course is not sufficient. I understand that I must be able to prove my skills and knowledge during the 
Instructor Examination, regardless of the level of my performance during the course. I confirm that I feel up to 
that task and that I am well prepared. I also confirm that I will maintain that level of preparedness as long as I am 
Scuba Instructor in active status and that I will request professional hold status when my skills and knowledge are 
no longer at the expected level. For a first Instructor Examination, the Instructor Examiner will select some of the 
below items below and assign these during the exam. This then serves as an opportunity for a second opinion. 
 
Item 1 System Knowledge - I understand that the Instructor Examiner can give me a 30 question written exam 
based on the knowledge that was learned in module one of the Scuba Instructor Training Course and that I must 
pass that exam with a minimum score of 80%. I understand that I cannot be certified at the conclusion of the 

What materials and equipment 
are needed for the Scuba In-
structor Course? 
What is the course schedule and 
where are activities planned to 
take place? 
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exam if I fail to achieve that score. I agree that failure to achieve an 80% score indicates that I am not yet ready to 
take-up the responsibilities of a Scuba Instructor and that a remake exam will be required. Such a remake can be 
done with my Instructor Trainer if it is the only exam item that I have failed. 
 
Item 2 Academic Teaching Skills - I understand that the Instructor Examiner can assign me a subject and a teach-
ing style (presentation or remedial training) to verify the skills I have learned in module two of the Scuba Instruc-
tor Training Course. I understand that the Instructor Examiner has free choice of the subject and that I must 
achieve a passing score based on the respective evaluation form. I understand that I cannot be certified at the 
conclusion of the exam if I fail to achieve that score. I agree that failure to achieve a minimum score indicates that 
I am not yet ready to take-up the responsibilities of a Scuba Instructor and that a remake presentation will be 
required. Such a remake can be done with my Instructor Trainer if it is the only exam item that I have failed.  
 
Item 3 In-Water Teaching Skills - I understand that the Instructor Examiner can assign me presentations to verify 
the skills I have learned in module three of the Scuba Instructor Training Course. I understand that the Instructor 
Examiner has free choice of the subject and that I must achieve a passing score based on the evaluation form. I 
understand that I cannot be certified at the conclusion of the exam if I fail to achieve that score. I agree that fail-
ure to achieve a minimum score indicates that I am not yet ready to take-up the responsibilities of a Scuba In-
structor and that a remake presentation will be required. Such a remake can be done with my Instructor Trainer if 
it is the only exam item that I have failed. 
 
Item 4 Personal Knowledge & Skills - I understand that the examiner can verify my personal level of knowledge 
and skills for the content of the courses that I am going to be allowed to teach. I understand that the examiner 
can select one or more theory module, one or more practical sessions on land and/or one or more in-water mod-
ules and will organize workshops around these that are similar to the workshops I have participated in in module 
four of my Scuba Instructor Training Course. I understand that my skill performance must be at demonstration 
level (both in the water and on land) and that my theory knowledge must allow me to explain both the correct 
and wrong answers to questions in a test. I understand that the Instructor Examiner is a very experienced diving 
instructor and that I will respect his/her judgement of my abilities. I understand that doubts about my abilities are 
grounds for non-certification at this time. Doubts about my abilities indicate that I am not yet ready to take-up the 
responsibilities of a Scuba Instructor. Additional training, self-study and proof of improved performance will be 
required before I can be certified. Such additional training can be done with my Instructor Trainer. Verification of 
those improved abilities can be done by my Instructor Trainer if it is the only exam item that I have failed.  
 
If I fail two or more exam items I will have to do a complete Instructor Examination with an Instructor Examiner at 
a later date. In such an exam all above items will be verified, rather than a selection aimed at forming a second 
opinion. 
 
I understand that the examiner acts in the interest of SCUBA C&P, the diving industry and the persons who poten-
tially are my future clients. Although the Instructor Examiner will have understanding for my personal situation 
and possible reasons why my performance during the exam is not sufficient, I understand that these cannot be 
taken into account for the evaluation of my exam items. I understand that I must pass all the assigned exam items 
to be eligible for certification as Scuba Instructor. 
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Philosophy & System 

Introduction 

Throughout the modules to achieve the Scuba Instructor rating, var-
ious system components are addressed. Such presentations address 
sub-components of the system – how to teach theory or pool, how to 
document student progress or any other part of the work of an in-
structor. 

Isolated sub-components come with the risk of losing the overview 
over the system as a whole. To put following presentations (in this 
module and in other modules) in perspective, this presentation pro-
vides insights into the foundation of the system and the underlying 
philosophy. 

The intent of this presentation has as a consequence that it is rather 
abstract. There is very little tangible information that allows you to 
start actively working and practising toward your goal of becoming 
an instructor. 

Covering this information first does have two advantages. It allows 
you to maintain an overview of the system as a whole. It also reduces 
the need in future presentations to explain “why” things are as they 
are. By covering the “why” now, later presentations can be done fast-
er, clearer and more efficient. 

Right or Appropriate 

When engaging in teaching, a reflection on learning is in place. In 
order to make students learn, a teacher is teaching. Ultimately, it is 
not the teaching that counts, but the learning. 

Learning must lead toward a goal – the end-terms of a learning pro-
cess. The end-terms define the knowledge and skills students should 
have as a result of their participation in a learning process. 

A good course should aid students to fulfil the end-terms in an effi-
cient and lasting (retention) manner. 

Some end-terms are easier to define than others. Objectivist end-
terms are “right or wrong”. No reflection is needed. The same ques-
tion will always result in the same answer. Objectivism is based on 
the premise that there is a true and correct answer or a right way to 
do something – regardless of context. 

Often diving related knowledge and skills have an important relation 
with context. If context is taken into account, right and wrong are not 
clearly separated anymore. There is a “grey zone”.  

What is the intent of this 
presentation? 

How are end-terms of a learning 
process defined? 
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Learning how to deal with external factors is only possible in the 
context where these factors exist. Learning in context is part of what 
is called the constructivist approach to learning. 

Constructivist goals are defined in terms of appropriate, which is 
inherently subjective. In context, an answer or a way to do something 
is either appropriate or not. There is no single “right way” or “correct 
answer”. It all depends on the context. 

Taking appropriate decisions requires a (very) solid knowledge base, 
as well as guided experience in a variation of situations (mentoring). 
Courses with constructivist end-terms are demanding for both the 
teacher and the student. 

Almost completely – if students are not expected to take decisions 
after they are certified, training can be based on objectivist end-
terms (for example Scuba Diver). 

Largely – if students are trained for a specifically defined set of cir-
cumstances, their actions in these situations can be largely formulat-
ed in terms of right and wrong. This is done by limiting a certification. 
For example: only dive in similar or better circumstances than those 
in training (Open Water Scuba Diver, initiations and Advanced Scuba 
Diver). 

Limited – if students are trained in different techniques aimed at 
reaching the same goal (as done in Scuba Safety & First Aid). If stu-
dents learn different techniques, then this is done in order to be able 
to adapt to the circumstances. The simple fact that this is deemed an 
advantage indicates that an objective approach is not adequate. 

Not at all – if students are given responsibility for the health and safe-
ty of others (as for Scuba Guides and instructors). When taking deci-
sions for others, numerous factors must be taken into account (diving 
conditions, the level of participants, logistics at the dive site, experi-
ence of the staff and many more). Each single variable can require 
altering a decision in order to live up to the responsibility toward 
others. The vast amount of variables makes an objectivistic approach 
inadequate. 

Objectivism is performance based. A diver training organization 
formulates a set of performance requirements to be fulfilled in order 
to qualify for certification. 

Performance requirements are formulated in measurable terms. 
Skills are fulfilled when a student performs a skill in a reasonably 
comfortable and repeatable manner. Knowledge requirements are 
fulfilled when a student shows mastery of theory knowledge by giv-
ing correct answers to questions. 

In objectivism there is no grey zone. In order to pass, a student must 
fulfil every single performance requirement. Marginal performance 
or fulfilling only part of the requirements is not acceptable. 

To what extent can a need for 
constructivist end-terms be 
minimized? 

What are the key elements of 
objectivist teaching? 
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Objectivism begins with defining a task or function (what is a Scuba 
Diver) and then splits that task into definitions for individual skills 
and knowledge requirements (a Scuba Diver can clear a mask of wa-
ter). The definitions are then rephrased into performance require-
ments (If you want to be a Scuba Diver you have to be able to clear a 
mask of water). Not fulfilling one or more performance requirements 
means that the student does not fulfil the definition of a Scuba Diver. 
Only 100% mastery is acceptable. 

Objectivist teaching thus involves informing the student of the per-
formance requirement, providing the input needed to fulfil the re-
quirement and then test if the learning was (100%) successful. 

In constructivism there is no “right and wrong” and thus no perfor-
mance requirement. The goals of teaching are formulated in more 
general terms, called objectives. Such general formulations impli-
cates that decisions on passing and failing are subjective (do not 
confuse the term “learning objective” with objectivity).  

Since passing and failing becomes a judgement call, those who do the 
teaching (and evaluation) must be experienced in a variety of circum-
stances (different context) and have a strong knowledge foundation 
of the subject at hand. Since there is no “truth” or “right way” teach-
ing is taking the form of mentorship. 

Mentorship involves learning towards an open ended goal. A course 
cannot stop when “students do it right”, because there is no such 
thing. In the constructivist view, learning is a lifelong project. Passing 
a constructivist based learning experience is measured toward ac-
ceptable performance. What is acceptable or not, is based on current 
views in the community– the paradigm or accepted standard. 

Virtually all instructors include constructivist elements in all courses. 
This can be as simple as giving a student some input on how to move 
better underwater after having noticed non-efficient swimming. 

The History of Diving Courses 

Up to the eighties teaching diving was a hobby. Most dive courses 
were offered by national federations. Instructors had “normal” jobs 
and gave scuba lessons in their free time. The end-terms (exams) 
were more or less standardised, but teaching was not structured. 

A key characteristic of this period was that divers were members of a 
club or group. Some learning took place in formal training sessions. 
Most learning took place as part of regular interaction with other 
members of the group. Divers learned from each other’s knowledge 
and experience. This learning was open ended and had all character-
istics of constructivism. 

Beginning in the mid-eighties, instructors started to make their liv-
ings from teaching diving. Rather than being part of the club or group 

What is different in 
constructivist teaching? 

What is the historical 
development of diving courses? 
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in which teaching took place, instructors became provider of com-
mercial services. 

Offering a commercial service changes the expectations of students 
(who are now clients). It also changes the liability situation. The first 
“commercial” instructors preferred to be called “diving professionals” 
to contrast with those who were teaching as a hobby. 

In order to meet client (student) expectations, efforts were made to 
define all steps of a diving course, rather than just formulating the 
end-terms. For liability concerns (called defensive teaching) steps 
were structured in such a way that student progress could be easily 
documented. 

Such courses that can easily be documented for progress are called 
modular. Students complete one step to attain access to the next. 
When all steps are completed, the course is completed, and the stu-
dent certified. Such courses were thus based on an objectivist tradi-
tion. 

The development of modular courses stood at the basis of a boom in 
the number of certified divers. 

The success of the modular system caused a tendency to formulate all 
educational goals in measurable terms. This “objectivity” has served 
instructors and students by providing a clear definition of what has 
to be done in order to pass a certification. 

In the late nineties, courses based on objectivism have shown an 
important weak point. Due to the way they are structured, they not 
only define what a student has to learn, but also indicate what a stu-
dent does not have to learn. They provide an excuse for a minimalist 
approach. 

Objectivism absolutely has educational validity, but there is some 
doubt with respect to its usefulness in the twenty-first century. That 
doubt is based on three assumptions that stand at the basis of the 
objectivist model: 

 The instructor and the system are the (sole) ones who know all 
that has to be learned 

 All students need (and want) the same information to fulfil the 
same performance requirements or have the same curiosity 

 Students are interested in learning what the teacher teaches or 
see the need for it 

Positioning an instructor or book as “sole authority” is no longer an 
easy option. Today information is no longer something you have or 
have not. Connection to the internet has changed the availability of 
information. That impact has substantially increased since internet 
has gone mobile (smartphone, tablets). 

The luxury that all students need to learn the same information and 
skills to achieve the same performance requirements is history. Again 

Why is it necessary to move to a 
constructivist approach for 
higher course levels? 
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it is the permanent access to information that creates substantial 
differences in prior knowledge from student to student. 

What is likely the biggest problem, is the desire to learn. Having per-
manent access to information (a smartphone connected to the inter-
net “knows” more than any teacher) gives a feeling that knowledge 
will be available when required. A general attitude is developing that 
information is not something you store in your brain, but what you 
get when you need it (Just In Time or JIT). 

As diving professionals we must be aware of the impact of these 
changes. A modern educational system must be designed in such a 
manner that it offers the required flexibility to adapt to individual 
situations. 

Constructivism has many characteristics. Two important ones 
should be emphasized. Knowledge is individually constructed and is 
learned in context.  

1.) Individual construction of knowledge and skills recognizes each 
learner as a unique person. The learner is not the (metaphor) “empty 
bucket to be filled with the knowledge from the instructor”. Rather 
than a passive receiver, the learner is actively in search of “solutions 
for problems” that were perceived. 

2.) Learning in context has other consequences. It means that the 
outcome of a learning process depends on the context in which it 
takes place. You do not learn how to do a job while at school – you 
learn it in context while doing the job. Driving a car is not learned on 
an empty parking lot, but in the “real” context of traffic. 

Without going into detail, the above examples hold one key message 
– the outcome of a learning process may vary depending on the direc-
tion the learner chooses and the context in which learning takes 
place.  

SCUBA C&P cannot predict all circumstances in which learning is to 
take place (as no training organization can). This places the burden of 
adapting to individual and contextual factors with the instructor. 

This is not a trivial issue. It represents a choice to position the SCUBA 
C&P system in support of dive professionals, rather than the other 
way around (the instructor as a system operator to support the sys-
tem). 

For SCUBA C&P as an organization it defines the way of interaction 
with authorized individuals. 

For dive guides and instructors (including those training to achieve 
such a level) it means that simply doing what you are told to do will 
not suffice. Logic, context, individual needs and other considerations 
must be taken into account to govern decisions and actions.  

What are the consequences of a 
choice for constructivism? 
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SCUBA C&P set out to create a system for authorized individuals with 
the tools they need to work within the context of their day-to-day 
situation. 

SCUBA C&P as an organization 

Being reactive requires fast communication. SCUBA C&P performs 
virtually all its communications with authorized individuals via in-
ternet. This is done via applications that instantly update any chang-
es for all readers and users. 

In the current situation, educational opportunities and needs cannot 
always be predicted. Instructors must be ready to respond to a varie-
ty of situations. This may very well include explaining or doing some-
thing else than was planned to accommodate student needs, changes 
in weather conditions or other. 

SCUBA C&P strives to have instructor notes and presentation slides 
(jpg slides, PowerPoint) available for all situations. If an instructor 
has connection to internet, the latest version of the instructor manual 
and presentation materials can be accessed.  

For theory, student manuals are available. Instructors can buy books 
from SCUBA C&P. However – although it is strongly recommended 
that students work with these materials, it is not required. Instruc-
tors are allowed to teach course content in face-to-face lectures. 

The above points illustrate how SCUBA C&P places emphasis on the 
central role of the instructor and how the system is designed to pro-
vide the needed flexibility.  

Situations, in which a course cannot start, continue or be completed 
because some system component is not available (an exam booklet, a 
PowerPoint presentation, a book, certification paperwork, or other) 
are avoided as much as possible. 

  

How is SCUBA C&P structured to 
support authorized individuals 
with the needed flexibility in 
their day-to-day situation? 
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Standards 

The Rational Behind Standards 

No matter how good an instructor is teaching, the outcome of a 
course must be documented in a standardised and accepted way. 
Diver training is subject to ISO norms. Fulfilment of these norms 
must be documented for a diver to be accepted to dive within the 
parameters of the certification when traveling to another location. 

Outside of the diving industry, standards (and the related ISO norms) 
indicate the existence of an instrument for self-regulation. This can 
prevent undesired political intervention, aid in acquiring insurance 
coverage and be of help in settling legal disputes. 

Standards define how a prudent instructor acts. Instructors are 
bound by a duty of care. Not fulfilling that duty is negligent. In case of 
a legal dispute over an accident or other event that resulted in dam-
age to another party, negligence will be a key issue. Standards offer a 
definition of prudence which aids in arguing the fulfilment of duty of 
care. 

The existence of well-defined standards aids travelling divers in the 
event that they want to continue their education. Both for referrals 
and for continuing education courses, standards make clear where 
the diver stands and which next step is accessible. 

Standards are the most important communication tool from SCUBA 
C&P toward authorized individuals and businesses. It allows SCUBA 
C&P to clearly define what may and what may not be done within the 
activities it endorses. 

Standards are established with the intent to regulate the actions of 
dive professionals in such a way that the health and safety of end-
users is not compromised. 

Standards “translate” norms (such as the ISO norms for diver train-
ing) into a tangible code of practice. Added to that, information is 
taken from accident reports and educational experience of various 
instructors in a variety of circumstances in order to establish a code 
of practice with strong roots in the day-to-day work of diving profes-
sionals. 

Diving is not a risk-free activity. Accidents do happen. Standards are 
written to minimize the risk of accidents, but they are always a com-
promise. On one side standards should limit the risk of an accident 
during training, on the other side training should result in safe di-
vers with little risk of an accident after certification. 

Preventing all risk of accidents during training is easy – do not go into 
the water during the course (or even get close to water). However - it 
should be clear that such a “safe” course leads to disaster after certi-

Why are standards important? 

What do standards do? 

Why should standards be 
followed as written? 
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fication. To dive safely after training, a certain level of risk during 
training cannot be avoided. 

It should also be clear that the amount of risk taken during training 
must be within acceptable limits. A potential of becoming the safest 
diver in the world once training is completed does not help when 
students get injured or ill before the course is finished. 

A compromise must be found between an acceptable level of risk 
during training and an acceptable level of safety after certification.  

Such compromise is founded on many years of diver training. In the 
past, mistakes have been made. Accidents, both during and after 
training, have resulted in an increasingly refined compromise – this is 
called the paradigm or the current standard of practice for diver 
training. 

The standard of practice defines boundaries (minimums and maxi-
mums) within which SCUBA C&P endorsed activities may take place. 
These boundaries reflect the current standard of practice (they take 
norms and historical perspective into account). 

When doing more than the standards require, divers may be better 
trained, but the level of risk during training exceeds acceptable limits. 
A desire to train “good divers” can easily result in being too demand-
ing on students. 

Doing less than defined by the standards may improve safety during 
training. It does not improve safety in general. Some potentially 
harming actions are better experienced in the presence of an instruc-
tor than alone once training is completed (the emergency swimming 
ascent can serve as an example). 

It may be tempting to view safety during training as the first priority 
for an instructor, but that would be a too simplistic point of view. 
Education is required to improve safety after training. There are thus 
two priorities: safety (during the course) and education (safety after 
the course). 

Standards guide instructors to appropriate decisions, but standards 
cannot be an excuse for poor decisions. 

Standards are abstract and do not take the context in which training 
is taking place into account. Adapting to context is the task of an in-
structor. 

In some cases standards explicitly mention the responsibility of the 
instructor – for example for ratios which provide a maximum number 
of students, but with the qualification that this number must be re-
duced based on the context in which the course takes place. 

Initiations are a formal tool to take the context of specific environ-
ments into account. These formal introductions provide students 

Can standards always be 
followed as written? 
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with additional subjects for consideration such as diving in current or 
at altitude. 

Initiations are not exhaustive. There are many factors that influence 
diving and diver training. Such factors change in time (i.e. weather) 
and location (i.e. altitude). The context of a situation at that time and 
that location must be considered along with standards for providing 
a basis for a prudent decision. 

In order to fulfil the obligation of taking prudent decisions, and in-
structor must: 

 Have an in-depth knowledge of the standards governing activities 

 Must be aware of (and have experience with) the local diving cir-
cumstances 

 Must be aware of (and adhere to) local laws and regulations that 
govern activities relating to diving (such as dive flag or boating 
regulations) 

 Must know (and have experience with) the local customs for div-
ing 

If local law differs from standards, local law takes precedence. Stand-
ards may never be an excuse to break local law or violate regulations 
(in cases where there is a conflict between standards and law or reg-
ulations, SCUBA C&P must be informed, as a standards change may 
be prudent). 

If adhering to standards would result in a situation that poses an 
unacceptable risk to students, standards may not be followed. Alt-
hough standards are written to prevent such events, there may be 
situations that are not taken into account. Inform SCUBA C&P each 
time you encounter such a situation to allow further refinement of 
the standards. 

Standards translate norms and experience into a tangible plan of 
action for instructors. Norms can change and experiences are made 
as long as people teach diving. Standards must be dynamic to take 
new findings and experiences into account. 

Factors that can be a reason for changing standards include: 

 Information from instructors that fulfilling the standards could 
result in an unacceptable risk in some circumstance 

 Information from instructors that standards cannot be fulfilled 
within the legal parameters of some region 

 Changes in EN and or ISO norms 

 New findings from the scientific community that affect diving and 
diver safety 

 New finding from the technical community (including manufac-
turers of diving equipment) 

Statistics or input from markets indicating that current standards 
result in programmes that do not fulfil end-user expectations. 

When do standards change?  
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When are Standards Fulfilled? 

How does an instructor decide who can participate in a course? 

Standards do not only provide a code of conduct for instructors, but 
also define the requirements that must be fulfilled to achieve a certi-
fication. 

As a first step standards define who can or cannot participate in a 
course. The minimum age, health and fitness and prerequisite certifi-
cations of potential participants are defined. Instructors are required 
to screen documentation of those who wish to enter a course or pro-
gramme. They are also required to verify that both the knowledge 
and skills of the applicant are at the level that should be expected 
from a diver at the given level of certification. 

Prerequisites are verified on paper (or electronic documentation). To 
verify skills, the “skill review” of the prerequisite course is done and 
for knowledge a quiz is generated from the prerequisite course. If a 
student falls short of the expected level, remedial training should fill 
any identified gaps in knowledge or skills. 

How does an instructor verify for objectivist performance requirements for theory? 

Objectivist performance requirements are directly derived from the 
definition of a certification level. Sub-definitions provide a clear 
statement of what a student must know or be able to do. 

A sub-definition can relate to verbal information. Verbal information 
is a fact, a number or anything else. The answer to a question is al-
ways the same. For example: 

 Performance requirement: state the rate of heat loss in water 
compared to air of the same temperature for the unprotected div-
er. 

 Question: What is the rate of heat loss for the unprotected diver in 
water, compared to air of the same temperature? 

 Answer: Up to 25 times faster. 

For verbal information, asking a question is not much more than re-
phrasing the performance requirement. Instructors simply generate a 
test and verify that students have provided the correct answers. 

A sub-definition can also relate to an intellectual skill. Intellectual 
skills allow variations on questions which result in different answers, 
but everybody should arrive at the same answer. For example: 

 Performance requirement: calculate the new volume of a flexible 
container at any depth after being given the volume at another 
depth. 
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 Question: A flexible container has a volume of 2 litres at a depth of 
30 meters. What will the volume be when the container is brought 
to a depth of 10 meters? 

 Answer: 4 litres. 

Intellectual skills require a thinking process or calculation to arrive at 
the correct answer, but there is still a “right” answer. The perfor-
mance requirement implies the application of a well-defined intellec-
tual skill. 

If a student makes mistakes with a question based on an intellectual 
skill, the procedure for deriving the answer should be explained 
again. To verify comprehension, the same question can be altered 
simply by changing one or more of the numbers (or other data). 

Answers to objectivist question are (regardless if they are about ver-
bal information or intellectual skills) either right or wrong. There is 
no grey zone. 

Tests or exams for objectivist information must be completed with a 
100% score. Performance requirements define the certification level. 
Wrong answers on a test indicate that the student does not yet fulfil 
the definition of a diver at the desired level and should thus not be 
certified. 

Mistakes are always possible. Checking another answer than intend-
ed, or reading a question wrong are common occurrences. It is not 
the intent to withhold certification for such minor mistakes. 

The procedure for exams requires a student to initially answer 80% 
or more of the questions correctly. All missed answers are then re-
viewed with the instructor. If the instructor establishes student un-
derstanding for the missed questions, the student can be certified. If 
knowledge gaps are identified, remedial training must provide the 
required additional input to fulfil all course requirements. 

Objectivist skills are well defined. Performance requirements de-
scribe in measurable terms what is expected of a student. As with 
objectivist theory, there is no grey zone. All skills must be mastered 
before a student is certified. 

Mastery means that a student can use a skill the moment a situation 
arises in which that skill is useful or needed. It is thus not enough to 
do a skill correctly on a single occasion – the skill must be an asset for 
future dives. 

For objectivist performance requirements it is necessary that a stu-
dent is able to repeat a skill at any time he/she is asked to do so. Rep-
etition is thus a requirement. Although not always possible (and hard 
to see) it is preferred that skills do not depend on intellectual trigger-
ing of sub-skills. A motor skill is achieved when one movement trig-
gers the next. 

How does an instructor verify 
for objectivist performance 
requirements for in-water 
training? 
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Once a skill has been performed correctly, repetition assures future 
availability of the skill. The measure to which level students have 
developed motor skills, skill reviews can be useful. 

Constructivist end-terms are not formulated in performance re-
quirements, but in broader terms called objectives. Such objectives 
contain words such as appropriate, sufficient, reasonable, adequate 
and other. This means that there is a certain level of subjectivity. 

When viewing student performance in context, right and wrong be-
come less tangible. The person who decides if an action is appropri-
ate, sufficient, reasonable or adequate must have been in the same or 
a similar context several times in order to value student performance. 

To aid in valuing performance, the SCUBA C&P system provides lists 
of questions (evaluation forms). Such forms do not only allow quanti-
fying performance in a score, but also form the basis for further 
learning. Such learning takes the form of a discussion or workshop. 

To use forms to quantify performance and especially to moderate the 
discussion taking place afterward requires that the instructor is an 
expert. Being an expert includes a (very) strong theoretical founda-
tion, experience in the context in which the evaluation takes place as 
well as experience in fulfilling the same task. 

For that reason, complex constructivist sessions may only be done by 
instructors who have received training for that task. That training is 
only available for instructors with experience.  

This does not mean that constructivism is completely out of reach for 
other instructors. Every professional is expected to observe student 
divers and to let them benefit from their experience. This is called 
“simple constructivism”. Rather than planning a constructivist ses-
sion, instructors use unintended events and incidents as an occasion 
to improve the general diving skills of students. 

What is the Role of SCUBA C&P? 

There are three SCUBA C&P instructor manuals that contain stand-
ards – the Scuba Instructor Manual, the Advanced Instructor Manual 
and the Instructor Trainer manual. For Scuba Instructors, only the 
Scuba Instructor Manual is relevant. 

The Scuba Instructor Manual exists in two versions.  

 A paper version, which is up-to-date when delivered, but requires 
that the instructor actively updates the document.  

 An electronic version in the internet. This version is instantly up-
dated when changes are made. There is no delay – the moment a 
change is entered at headquarters, all members have access to the 
new information. 

How are constructivist 
objectives measured? 

How does SCUBA C&P inform 
authorized individuals and 
businesses of changes in 
standards? 
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It is the responsibility of the instructor to keep the instructor manual 
up-to-date. For that purpose, notifications of changes are given.  

Quality management is included in the SCUBA C&P system Certified 
student can be asked to complete a questionnaire. A part of the ques-
tioning is meant for system improvement, others, for verifying 
standards compliance. 

SCUBA C&P also actively pursues written eye witness reports that 
indicate possible standard violations. Such reports can come from 
other instructors or divers. 

Initially SCUBA C&P assumes misunderstanding and will ask the in-
structor for clarification. If the answers from the instructor are satis-
fying, the case will be closed. 

If the instructor fails to provide satisfying answers, a quality control 
file will be opened. The procedures for such cases are explained in 
the Services, Standards & Procedures section of the Scuba Instructor 
Manual. 

Standards Workshop 

In the standards workshop, the staff will guide you through the in-
structor manual, explain its structure, indicate what type of infor-
mation is found in each part and to through the Services, Standards 
and Procedures section, as well as all Methods & Materials Manuals 
to emphasize important aspects. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Does SCUBA C&P verify if 
authorized individuals and 
businesses comply with 
standards? 
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Procedures 

What are Procedures 

Procedures describe your interaction with SCUBA C&P. It addresses 
issues such as ordering books and other materials, preparing a pro-
gress sheet for students, generating exams and quizzes for students 
or issuing certifications. 

SCUBA C&P is an international organization. Authorized individuals 
speak different languages – as does the office staff. Since it is likely 
that communication takes place in a second language, there must be 
some sort of standard protocol to prevent miss-communications. 

SCUBA C&P also (intentionally) has a very streamlined internal sys-
tem. Thanks to this system, it is possible to offer products and ser-
vices at competitive prices. The more it is possible to satisfy needs 
without staff intervention, the better SCUBA C&P will be able to 
maintain a price advantage. 

To assure that all instructors are comfortable with procedures, the 
following workshop allows hands-on training for various actions. 

Workshop 

Ordering materials – a review of the price list and assuring contact 
information to place orders via email or telephone. 

Documenting student progress – an overview. 

Certification – completing a certification form. 

Renewal – renewal period, insurance requirement and the choice for 
payment via bank or PayPal. 

Quality Control – review of content in Instructor Manual 

In case of an accident – review of content in the Instructor Manual 

  

  

  

  

  

  

What are procedures? 

Why are procedures necessary? 
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Legal Climate 

Negligence 

Most aspects of the legal climate for diving and teaching diving relate 
to negligence. In essence, negligence means that your actions or in-
action have resulted in damages while you should have known bet-
ter. 

Negligence deals with accidents and damages that could have been 
avoided - that could have been anticipated and prevented by sensibly 
fulfilling one’s duty of care. 

It is not your intent that counts, but only what actually happened. If 
you first cancel a dive because of bad weather, but then give-in to 
clients who want to go in any case, your intent to cancel does not 
count (or even makes your situation worse because it indicates that 
you were aware that conditions were unacceptable – that you acted 
against your own better judgement). 

If the legal system finds an instructor negligent, there will be conse-
quences. This could mean that damages have to be paid, or in case of 
a fatal accident it could mean a prison sentence for wrongful death. 

You are negligent if you did not fulfil your role in a manner that 
could be reasonably expected from you. For some professions it is 
clearer what that means than for others. 

Example: the conduct expected of truck-drivers is defined in a wide 
range of laws and regulations. Not drinking alcohol, making regular 
stops for resting (verified by an electronic tool), rigging the load, how 
many millimetres of profile tires should have, etc. Not fulfilling one or 
more of these laws and regulations would make a truck-driver negli-
gent. 

A legal dispute about negligence is based on a four question schemat-
ic: 

 Did the accused have a duty of care? 

 Was that duty of care fulfilled in an appropriate manner? 

 Was there immediate cause resulting from not fulfilling the duty 
of care? 

 Were there damages? 

Considering the mass of a truck, a truck-driver definitely has a duty of 
care. If the tires do not have the minimum profile that they should 
have, then the duty of care is not fulfilled. If an accident is caused by 
not being able to stop the truck in time, the bad tires are an immedi-
ate cause. If not stopping the truck resulted in damages, the truck-
driver can be found negligent. 

What is negligence? 

When are you negligent?  
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The truck driver should have known that bad tires would result in 
slipping and thus alter the distance needed to stop the truck. This 
means that the accident could have been prevented. In other words – 
he should have known better than to go on the road with bad tires. 

A key difference between a truck-driver and a diving instructor is 
the number of laws and regulations that govern the activity. In most 
countries there are hardly any laws that govern our profession. 

You should be aware that this is not always the case. Some countries do reg-

ulate the activities of diving instructors. It is the personal responsibility of an 

instructor to be informed about the law and regulations in the country where 

teaching takes place. 

In the absence of laws and regulations, the difference between right 
and wrong becomes less clear. In order to decide if an instructor has 
fulfilled the duty of care in an adequate manner, it first must be es-
tablished what that duty of care is. 

For that purpose, the judge is likely to inform himself (and the court) 
via an “expert opinion”. A respectable person from the community 
who is also an expert in the field of diving will be asked questions. 
The answers to these questions should then help to establish the duty 
of care of a diving instructor. 

Duty of care is thus established in hindsight. Duty of care can also 
vary substantially depending on who the expert is. Since establishing 
negligence is based on the definition of the duty of care, the “expert 
opinion” will have a very big influence on the outcome of the proce-
dure. 

„The reasonably prudent person is a concept or standard in the law entailing 

a hypothetical person that acts in a manner society might expect of a nor-

mal, reasonable person under the same or similar circumstances. By replac-

ing the word “person” with a role or profession the concept is applied to 

what would be expected from a person in that role.“ 

Based on the answers from an expert, a reasonably prudent scuba 
guide or diving instructor will take shape. For that purpose, the 
standards of the training organization, local practices, laws and regu-
lations should be taken into account. Another aspect is the context in 
which the accident has taken place. 

A reasonably prudent scuba guide or instructor is also assigned phys-
ical and mental characteristics of the accused. However – the reason-
ably prudent person will not have emotions and will be somebody 
who is always attentive to the situation around him. In all situations 
he will act prudently. 

Discrepancies between the actions of the real instructor and the hy-
pothetical instructor will then be examined to find if these are imme-
diate cause for the accident. If so, the instructor can be found negli-
gent. 

Why is the situation of a diving 
instructor more complicated? 

How is it established if the duty 
of care was fulfilled in an 
appropriate manner? 
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To limit the risk of being found negligent, it is thus important that the 
actions of a scuba guide or diving instructor correspond as much as 
possible to the expected definition of a reasonably prudent instruc-
tor. Actions toward that purpose are called defensive teaching. 

Defensive Teaching 

As an instructor you have the same duty of care as your colleagues. It 
would not be reasonable to accuse all instructors in the world of not 
being prudent. 

Following the standards and guidelines of SCUBA C&P puts you in a 
position that your actions are similar to those of your colleagues. 
This can be called the benefit of statistics – if your 20th student had an 
accident, the risk factor would be 5%. If your actions are the same of 
those of your colleagues and together you have trained 10.000 divers, 
the risk factor is 0.01%. 

To increase the value of standards (for legal disputes), SCUBA C&P 
can send out questionnaires to certified students. Their answers con-
firm that instructors do follow standards (in virtually all cases). This 
prepares the standards to become an important part of the definition 
of a reasonably prudent instructor. 

Following standards also means that you only certify students who 
have fulfilled all performance requirements and objectives. 

Following standards cannot exclude an instructor from all legal risk, 
but it does help to build a strong defence. Context is a key factor that 
is not covered by standards. An instructor is supposed to do what the 
reasonably prudent instructor would have done in the same situation 
– this means that context (the situation) is taken into account. 

As the instructor, you are part of the context. Make sure you keep 
yourself fit and be able to show that you are fit for diving by taking 
regular medical examinations. Make sure that you cannot be accused 
of any substance use that could impair your judgement or ability to 
act. 

Students are part of context. Make sure that you take the age, physi-
cal abilities and other factors of students into account when deciding 
on locations, ratios and other factors. 

Local customs are part of context. If there is a common way to organ-
ize dives in the local environment, then there is probably good reason 
for that. Follow local practices if there are no pressing valid reasons 
not to do so. 

Your preparations can alter context to increase your ability to act if it 
becomes necessary. Surface floats, ascent and descent lines, emer-
gency and spare equipment and other precautions can improve the 
safety of a dive site. 

How can standards aid in a 
favourable comparison between 
you and a reasonably prudent 
instructor? 

How is context taken into 
account? 
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Obtain a weather report before going diving and share the infor-
mation with participating divers. Also verify dive conditions. Partici-
pating divers must be aware of the conditions and must decide them-
selves if they want to, and feel up to participating in the, dive. Avoid 
situations in which divers feel forced to enter conditions they would 
rather avoid or to end up in unexpected circumstances. 

In a legal dispute, it is important to have documents that provide 
proof of acting reasonably prudent. The absence of such documenta-
tion in itself can be taken as an indication of acting in a non-prudent 
manner. 

The personal logbook of the instructor provides proof of regular div-
ing activities and shows that the instructor keeps his diving skills up-
to-date. 

Documentation of courses or seminars visited shows that an instruc-
tor puts effort into staying up-to-date with current practices in recre-
ational diving. 

Student statements provide proof that a student is aware that diving 
is not a risk-free activity and that he chooses freely to participate 
anyway. 

Exam results and documentation of individual course segments show 
that a student has completed the required steps of a course and 
agrees that those steps have been properly completed. 

Course and dive rosters show all participants in various activities, 
which can provide witnesses. 

The use of course books (rather than just doing face-to-face training) 
provides proof that all necessary information for diving safely was 
available to the student. 

Insurance 

Scuba guides and instructors are required to have professional liabil-
ity insurance. Such insurance is available from different companies. 

Defensive teaching helps to prevent accidents and it helps as a de-
fence against unjustified claims. Fewer accidents and fewer convic-
tions help to maintain the availability of insurance at reasonable 
prices. 

The quality control procedures are meant to correct instructors 
whose conduct poses an elevated risk of accidents and/or justified 
claims for the sake of the entire community of scuba guides and in-
structors. 

Liability insurance covers mistakes or unintended negligence. If you 
end up at 35 meters with students who are not supposed to dive 

Which documents can help in 
defence against unjustified 
claims? 

What are general 
considerations for liability 
insurance? 
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deeper than 30 meters by mistake and an accident occurs, you are 
still insured. Be aware that your insurance company may withhold 
benefits if it can be proven that you intended to dive outside the pa-
rameters allowed by standards. 

You should follow the guidelines as listed in the general standards. 

 

What should you do in case of 
an accident? 
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Module 2 – Teaching 
Theory 
A long time ago, there was only one method to teach diving theory. This involved you, as the instructor, 
in front of your students giving a monologue type lecture. The situation today is different. Students have 
access to study materials and can prepare themselves for the theory part of their course. Some do, oth-
ers do not. Some learn fast and others are challenged to comprehend diving theory. In the current situa-
tion you have to adapt yourself to your students needs. These needs can vary widely. You must thus be 
prepared to guide your students with diving theory. This chapter and the practical sessions with your 
Instructor Trainer are meant to prepare you for these challenges. 
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Introduction 

The scuba system employs three different methods for teaching the-
ory: 

 Traditional presentations 

 Remedial training 

 Constructivist knowledge development 

This module concentrates mainly on traditional presentations. There 
is a revision of remedial training, but skills for that type of teaching 
have already been developed in the Assistant Scuba Instructor 
course. Constructivist type knowledge development sessions are 
beyond the scope of this programme – they are part of the training of 
methods for teaching Scuba Guides and Assistant Scuba Instructors. 

A Scuba Instructor is responsible for courses in which a student is 
awarded a certification. That responsibility involves assuring fulfil-
ment of performance requirements. 

An instructor thus has to keep an overview of all course activities 
and to plan those activities. Teaching face-to-face lectures is part of 
that task, as is any revision necessary for students who have difficul-
ties fulfilling one or more course requirements. 

An Assistant Scuba Instructor is one of the assets that is available to 
an instructor. The instructor is responsible for overseeing the pro-
gramme and all course activities. The actual teaching may be delegat-
ed – especially remedial training. Assistant Scuba Instructors are 
trained to deliver course segments. They are thus valuable to the 
instructor for such aspects of the job. 

To complete this module successfully, candidates must be present 
during this module’s presentation. In addition to the attendance 
obligation, they must fulfil the following performance requirements: 

 Present at least one remedial training session for theory. The 
minimum score, as defined on the evaluation form, has to be at-
tained. Additional presentations are required until the candidate 
achieves the minimum score. 

 Present two theory presentations. One of these presentations 
must attain the minimum score as defined on the evaluation form. 

 Attend at least two one-on-one remedial training sessions for the-
ory conducted by other candidates. 

 Attend at least four theory presentations conducted by other can-
didates. 

 Demonstrate correct use of SCUBA C&P course support materials 
to prepare and conduct theory sessions. 

 Demonstrate a thorough understanding of the relationship be-
tween student manuals, Methods & Materials manuals and other 
support materials. 

What are the three theory 
teaching methods used in the 
SCUBA C&P system and which 
one is the focus of this course? 

What is the role of a Scuba 
Instructor compared to an 
Assistant Scuba Instructor? 

What are the requirements for 
successful completion of this 
module? 
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For instructors from other training organizations doing an add-on 
programme the requirements are more general. They must demon-
strate correct use of SCUBA C&P materials, but are not required to 
fulfil the minimum number of presentations. Depending on their level 
of preparation, the course presentation may be shortened. At least 
one presentation or remedial session should be done to verify under-
standing of the SCUBA C&P system (minimum score must be 
reached). 

General Considerations 

It is ancient history that the Instructor was the only source of infor-
mation available to students in diving courses. In recent decades, the 
number of books, videos and other sources has increased exponen-
tially. The number of internet pages dedicated to diving is enormous. 
It is likely that interested students learn from other sources than the 
instructor alone. 

Not all available information is true and correct. Some information is 
simply wrong, over exaggerated or out-dated. 

As an instructor in current times, you cannot simply prepare a mono-
logue for your presentations. You need to be prepared to answer 
spontaneous questions and to deal with misunderstandings. 

To be of sufficient value to students (enough value for them to choose 
to pay your course fee rather than learn via other sources), an in-
structor must be a rich and reliable source of information. 

Assuring an exemplary level of knowledge and understanding of div-
ing related issues is the most important aspect of your preparation 
for teaching theory. 

The human brain strives for harmony. To have control over our life, 
we want to be able to explain, or even predict, the things happening 
around us.  

Anything unexpected creates cognitive disequilibrium. Something is 
in conflict with our understanding of the world, which disturbs our 
desired harmony. Cognitive disequilibrium creates a desire to learn 
in order to re-establish cognitive harmony. This is why many people 
put so much effort in solving riddles. 

Creating cognitive disequilibrium thus involves letting people know 
that things are not as they thought. When an instructor succeeds in 
creating cognitive disequilibrium, it is likely that this triggers an effi-
cient learning process. 

When lectures simply relate what is expected, students will eventual-
ly become bored. In that mind-set, the desire to learn will be minimal 
and learning is unlikely to be effective. 

What is the most important 
aspect for the preparation of 
teaching theory? 

What is cognitive disequilibrium 
and how does it relate to 
learning? 
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The spoken word is not the only means for passing on information. It 
is difficult for students to remain attentive if a monologue-type lec-
ture goes on for too long without any activation of other senses. 

For some information it is easier to show how things work than to 
explain it. Other information may be better recalled when it is not 
only heard, but also seen. In short – training aids help to clarify con-
cepts faster and help to remember the information that was given. 

Training aids can be specially prepared items, planned drawings to 
be made on the board or other tools such as PowerPoint presenta-
tions (available from the Dropbox). Items (such as diving equipment) 
brought into the classroom, books, posters and other visual aids can 
also serve as training aids. 

Training aids can also be spontaneous. For example drawing some-
thing on the board in response to a question. Some training aids have 
hardly a direct relationship with the subject being explained. For 
example:  

 Ask students to take a (plastic) second stage in one hand and the 
(metal) first stage in the other. Ask which one is colder. Response 
– first stage. Then explain that this cannot be true as both were 
stored together, but that both are cooler than the divers’ body 
temperature. This then leads to metal being a good heat conductor 
– taking away body heat quickly, which makes it feel cooler. Then 
explain that the same relationship applies between water and air. 

 Move a book in vertical position from left to right in front of stu-
dents. Ask if they feel the air movement. Then keep the book hori-
zontal and do it again – this time they do not feel air moving. Aer-
odynamic position thus avoids bringing air into movement, which 
results in less resistance. Water is 800 times denser than air, thus 
hydrodynamic is even more important. 

In both cases, the training aid has no direct relationship with the sub-
ject, but they do support learning in an efficient way by illustrating a 
concept. 

Presentations 

Presentations are not always the most effective way for passing on 
theory knowledge. Presentations do allow for altering the speed, 
including extra examples, addressing student concerns and other 
actions to accommodate the learning needs of the attendants. Video, 
for example, does not offer these advantages.  

Presentations do not always allow for taking the needs of each indi-
vidual students into account. Presentations address an entire group, 
assuming that all will have the same needs and desires. The presenta-
tion must find a balance in speed and content between those who 
learn quickly and those who are faced with more challenges. 

How can training aids support 
learning? 

What are situations in which a 
presentation is the method of 
choice for developing theory 
knowledge? 
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Even after making such a compromise, a lecture can be boring for 
some, while being too hasty for others. Books adapt to individual 
learning speed. 

If books are available, it would be more effective to have students 
first engage in self-study and then offer remedial training to aid with 
any problems, misunderstandings, as well as adding local infor-
mation. 

Situations in which presentations are the method of choice are gen-
erally characterised by the necessity for posturing the instructor as 
the primary source of information. They include: 

 Special courses for which books are not available. 

 Course introductions in which specific information such as logis-
tics, course hours and other situational topics are addressed. 

 Unplanned courses that are organized spontaneously and for 
which the corresponding books are not in stock. 

 Courses in a language for which the course support materials do 
not exist. 

Courses for which a Scuba Instructor can be the course leader are 
characterized by a dominance of objectivist performance require-
ments. This means that the outcome of the course is defined in 
measurable terms. 

The minimum content of lectures in objectivist courses is provided in 
a lesson plan (in the Methods & Materials manual for the respective 
course). The content is grouped in modules. That does not mean that 
lectures always have to follow that grouping. 

An instructor may very well combine two (or one and a half or three, 
etc.) modules in a single session or may split a single module into 
multiple lectures. The instructor is the course leader and can freely 
decide how long lectures will be in order to adapt to situational and 
student needs. 

The right to split or combine lectures does not come without respon-
sibility. You cannot expect students to have an unlimited attention 
span. If students attend courses in full day programmes, try to vary 
your programme between theory sessions and practical sessions. If it 
is necessary to spend an entire day on theory, be sure to provide reg-
ular breaks. In the case of long lectures you should also alter between 
different teaching styles. 

It is recommended to maintain the sequence of the Methods & Mate-
rials manual. 

How to Prepare Presentations 

Theory presentations have an introduction, a main part (or body) 
and a closing. The introduction is meant to prepare the learning pro-

What should be the content of a 
presentation? 

What are the three main parts 
of a theory presentation? 
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cess. Learning takes place in the body. The closing is meant to re-
enforce the learning process. 

It is hard to formulate an introduction or closing without knowing 
exactly what is learned in a lecture. For preparation it is recommend-
ed to prepare the main part (body) of the lecture first and then the 
introduction and closing. 

 

At the commencement of a presentation, students will not be giving 
their undivided attention to the planned lecture. Their thoughts will 
be elsewhere. 

The contact is meant to motivate students to pay attention. It is 
meant to change their mind-set in such a way that whatever was on 
their mind is now secondary. They should be motivated to pay atten-
tion to what is to come. 

A contact should make clear what the lecture is about and provide 
the motivation to pay attention. Examples include: 

 Relate the subject to an event in day-to-day life that is known to 
the participants. 

 Create cognitive disequilibrium and explain that the lecture will 
provide input on how and why things are different than one 
would expect. 

 Make the information urgent by explaining to the students that 
they will soon be in a situation for which they are not yet pre-
pared and that this lecture is key to handling the situation. 

 

Although students may not like to hear it, the lecture is not just for 
entertainment. There will be expectations of student performance. 
These are formulated in performance requirements or objectives. 

Objectives and performance requirements are defined by the SCUBA 
C&P system. Presenters may formulate them freely, but the essence 
may not change. Performance requirements must be related in meas-

What are the five key elements 
of an introduction and what are 
options to formulate them? 
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urable terms (list, state, describe, rather than know, understand or 
similar terms). 

If the verb used when stating a performance requirement allows for 
the formulation of an exam question with that same verb, the objec-
tive is measurable: 

 Not measurable statement: You must know what the five features 
of a diving mask are. 

 Related question: Do you know what the five features of a diving 
mask are? 

 Not measurable answer: Yes. 

 Measurable statement: You have to be able to state the five fea-
tures of a diving mask. 

 Related question: Please state the five features of a diving mask? 

 Measurable answer: Safety glass, comfortable skirt, good seal, 
accessible nose pocket, low volume. 

Performance requirements can be formulated as a statement or as a 
question. 

 

The fact that a student has to fulfil a performance requirement is not 
for the benefit of SCUBA C&P or the instructor – it is for the benefit of 
the student. 

Formulating why the knowledge provided in the lecture is useful, 
important or of benefit to the student, is called the value. 

A value relates why it is desirable to master the information con-
tained in the lecture. For the most part that desire is related in terms 
of personal advantage: safe money, become autonomous, improving 
personal safety, increase comfort, etc. 

In the value, the personal advantage will be expressed in a concrete 
and situational example in relation to (local) diving and/or aspects of 
(practical parts of) the course for which the lecture is a preparation. 

If the presentation addresses more than one subject, it should also 
include an overview over the content. An overview simply states the 
sequence of the key subjects of the presentation. 

To allow students to participate in the presentation in an effective 
manner, they should be given instructions about their role. This could 
be taking notes or highlighting key words in the course text. They 
may need to have some manual or tool (calculator or dive table) at 
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hand. You can also address if they are allowed to interrupt for ques-
tions, or if these should be asked after the presentation. This part of 
the introduction is called the conduct. 

The goal of the body of the presentation is to allow students to learn. 
Presenting information should not be confused with learning. In the 
end the only relevant factor is what the student knows, and not what 
the instructor has said. 

For information to become knowledge it has to be understood and it 
has to find a point of contact in the construct of data in the student’s 
brain. Such constructs connect information in patterns that allow 
individual information pieces to be retrieved. Isolated information 
will not be remembered for long. 

The goal of the body of a lecture is therefore to provide the infor-
mation needed to fulfil a performance requirement in an understand-
able manner. At the same time relationships between the new infor-
mation and other (already known or relevant in the near future) in-
formation must be made clear. 

A presentation in an objectivist type course is aimed at helping stu-
dents to achieve clearly defined performance requirements. Infor-
mation beyond that scope has no relevance and could be confusing. 
The performance requirements indicate what the maximum content 
of the presentation will be. 

The presentation should provide sufficient information to fulfil the 
defined performance requirements. The performance requirement 
thus also defines the minimum content of the presentation. 

To support learning, simply giving the information required to fulfil a 
performance requirement will not be enough. Students must be given 
a chance to understand the information. That requires the instructor 
to place the information in context. This is done with tangible exam-
ples.  

 Performance requirement: State how the distance of an object is 
perceived when viewed underwater. 

 Abstract information: Objects underwater appear to be 25% clos-
er than they actually are. 

 In context: When you swim back to the beach, the impression that 
the water is shallow enough to stand up in will come too soon. 
Your impression that the bottom is closer than it actually is will 
make it tempting to stand up. Also if you want to grab the ladder 
from the boat, you need to adjust for the altered underwater vi-
sion. 

As can be taken from the previous example, often placing the infor-
mation in context will require more time than simply stating the min-
imum information needed to fulfil the performance requirement. 
Don’t forget that the information is included in a diving course be-
cause it is useful during dives. Information is related to the practical 

What is the goal of the main 
part (body) of the presentation? 

How is the content formulated 
in a way that supports learning? 
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aspects of diving. Placing information in context provides the bridge 
between abstract theory and the real “world of diving”. 

Information should also be given in a logical sequence. Some infor-
mation is a prerequisite to understanding the following information. 
It is also a good habit to progress from simple to complex infor-
mation. Placing information in an appropriate sequence is beyond the 
scope of Scuba Instructor training. Simply follow the sequence of the 
Methods & Materials manual to fulfil this requirement. 

New information must be connected to existing cognitive schemata 
in order to be remembered. Cognitive schemata are patterns in 
which information is stored in our brain. Such schemata are needed 
to allow us to retrieve information from our brain at the moment we 
need it. 

To aid students in attaching new information to existing patterns, a 
presentation must explain the relationship between the new infor-
mation and other information that is (probably) already known. 

Relationships should be addressed with respect to the current 
course. How does the new information stand in relation to lectures in 
the pool or open water, or with other theory lectures in the same 
course? 

Relationships should also be addressed with respect to diving cir-
cumstances. Diving circumstances are visibility, temperature, water 
movement, bottom composition, aquatic life and other. 

New information should also be used to explain the limits of the cur-
rent course. The performance requirements of each course are based 
on what a diver is allowed to do after completion of the course. This 
means that a course expands the possibilities of a diver, but not in-
definite. It works toward a new (less limiting) set of restrictions. 

It is important for the diver to know what these limitations are. It is 
also important to know what could be done to further expand the 
options. Information on restrictions is thus normally followed by an 
explanation of specific content of a continuing education course. 

The closing of a lecture is meant to reinforce learning. To start this 
process, the instructor brings back to mind what the lecture has 
been about. This is done by repeating the overview. During the over-
view, (very) few words could be added as reminders of the content. 

Repeating the objectives or performance requirements has a similar 
function. By formulating the performance requirements in measura-
ble terms, the instructor will automatically think back if he provided 
enough information. Students will at the same time think of possible 
questions and if they are able to answer them. Repeating the perfor-
mance requirement may lead to additional input from the instructor 
or to questions from the part of the students. 

How is the information in the 
lecture placed in relationship 
with the more complex 
collective knowledge for 
recreational diving? 

What are the parts of the 
closing of a lecture and what 
are suggestions for formulating 
each of the parts? 
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To emphasize the relationships between the information in the lec-
ture and other subjects, it should be explained how (and/or when) 
the information will be used in a concrete context. In most cases, that 
information can be brought in relation with to value. 

Training aids are most useful for the body of the lecture, but can also 
be used in the introduction and the closing. 

Staying attentive during a long presentation is not easy, even if the 
content is very interesting. Try to make effective use of voice and 
gestures. Altering teaching styles is important if lectures are longer 
than an hour. 

In presentation type sessions for theory development, the instructor 
is the most important source of information. Your conduct should 
give students the feeling that you are a reliable source of information. 
Try not to show that you are nervous. Also try to speak in a manner 
that conveys confidence with the subject. 

Keep eye contact with all students. Eye contact conveys that you are 
interested in your students. It also allows you to pick up indications 
that may require you to alter your teaching style. If students get 
bored, or if the lecture is going too fast, it will show in their eyes. 

To keep lectures interesting over a longer period of time, you should 
avoid monologue. When possible, ask students question, let them 
read lines from a book and let them touch training aids, or use any 
other means to interrupt a monologue with interaction. 

Remedial Training 

Presentations are planned instructional sessions. Remedial training 
is not. A presentation is largely predictable, which means that con-
tacts and values can be formulated and training aids can be prepared 
to be used during the lecture. 

Remedial training does not allow such preparation. It may be possi-
ble to predict the chapter (or subject) from which questions and mis-
takes will originate, but the exact content of the students challenges 
will only become clear very shortly before explanations have to start. 

Remedial training is individual and is mostly done in one-to-one ses-
sions or in small groups. Where a presentation will mostly be done by 
an instructor standing in front of a group, a remedial training session 
is mostly done while sitting at the same table with a student. 

For remedial training the same considerations for content, relation-
ships, sequence and other, as for a presentation, apply.  

A remedial training session has (just like a presentation) an intro-
duction, a main part (body) and a closing. The general structure is 

What are points to keep in mind 
during the entire lecture? 

What are key differences 
between a presentation and 
remedial training? 

How is a remedial training 
session structured? 
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not different. 

The introduction of remedial training does not require a contact. 
Having given a wrong answer already created cognitive disequilibri-
um. The motivation to listen to the explanation is already there. 

An essential part of the introduction is to relate the question to the 
correct performance requirement. Questions in a test are meant to 
verify mastery of a performance requirement, but a single perfor-
mance requirement could be the basis for asking multiple questions. 
Having answered one such question wrong MUST be taken as an in-
dication that the whole performance requirement is not fulfilled. The 
relationship between the question and the performance requirement 
must be explained to the student. 

The introduction would also require the instructor to explain why it 
is important to fulfil the performance requirement, which leads to the 
value (in the same style as for a presentation). 

As only one question will be addressed, an overview is not needed. 
Student conduct can be addressed, but may not be required. 

Requirements with respect to the content of a presentation and rela-
tionships with other parts of the course and diving circumstances 
are just as valid for a remedial training session. 

The use of training aids is not planned and thus mostly consists of 
improvised tools - sketching on a sheet of paper, or using slides on a 
phone or tablet work well. 

There is an immediate reason to do a remedial training session – as 
the student was not able to answer a question on a specific subject. 
The logical consequence is to verify that that lack of knowledge was 
remediated. 

The closing of a remedial training session consist (amongst others) of 
asking to answer another question based on the same performance 
requirement, or rephrasing the original question. 

In the closing, the instructor also reminds the student of the perfor-
mance requirement that was not fulfilled (but is now). Within reason 
a remedial training session will continue until the student is able to 
fulfil the performance requirement. 

Evaluation Criteria 

The evaluation forms are found on the following pages.  

What is different in the 
introduction of a remedial 
training session compared to a 
presentation? 

What is different in the body of 
a remedial training session 
compared to a presentation? 

What is different in the closing 
of a remedial training session 
compared to a presentation? 
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Traditional presentation 0 point 1 point 2 points 

Introduction 

1. Established contact with the group by introducing the subject in such a 
way that participants are motivated to pay attention (contact). 

   

2. Explained what will be expected of students as a result of the lecture (per-
formance requirement(s) or objective(s)). 

   

3. Explained the importance/benefit of mastering the performance require-
ment (value). 

   

4. Provided an overview over the content of the lecture.    

5. Provided information on student conduct (note taking, asking questions...).    

Body - Content 

6. Provided the information needed to fulfil the objective(s) or performance 
requirement(s). 

   

7. Did not expand beyond the scope of the lecture and the level of knowledge 
expected from participants. 

   

8. Did not keep the information abstract, but provided tangible examples.    

9. Followed the sequence of the presentation outline.    

Body - Relationships 

10. Related the subject to other parts of the same course (theory, pool and or 
open water). 

   

11. Related the subject to diving circumstances (visibility, water movement, 
temperature, bottom composition, underwater life) students are likely to 
encounter. 

   

12. Related the limits of the information in relation to the benefits of the con-
tent of a specific continuing education course. 

   

Body - Training aids 

13. Adequately used the SCUBA C&P supports for the lecture.    

14. Used additional training aids in a manner that clearly benefited learning.    

Closing 

15. Repeated the key points of the lecture.    

16. Repeated the objective(s) or performance requirement(s).    

17. Related the concrete use of the information in relation to the value.    

Conduct - This part applies to the whole lecture 

18. Used voice and gestures to maintain the attention of participants.    

19. Did give the impression to be in control of the lecture (not visibly nervous, 
no filling words, no long pauses for thinking, etc.). 

   

20. Kept eye contact with all participants.    

21. Assured appropriate interaction with participants.    

A passing score is 28 points or higher. Total: 
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Remedial Training 0 point 1 point 2 points 

Introduction 

1. Did explain the relationship between the missed question(s) and an objective or 
performance requirement for the course. 

   

2. Did explain why fulfilling that objective(s) or performance requirement(s) is im-
portant/an advantage (value). 

   

Body - Content 

3. Provided the information needed to fulfil the objective(s) or performance require-
ment(s) – not just the correct answer to the question. 

   

4. Limited the information to what is expected at the current level of training.    

5. Did not keep the information abstract, but provided tangible examples.    

6. Provided the information in logical sequence.    

Body - Relationships 

7. Related the subject to other parts of the same course (theory, pool and or open 
water). 

   

8. Related the subject to diving circumstances (visibility, water movement, tempera-
ture, bottom composition, underwater life) students are likely to encounter. 

   

Body - Training aids 

9. Used SCUBA C&P supports (manual, lesson guides, etc.) to explain the subject.    

10. Used paper (or board) to sketch concepts or highlight key points.    

Closing 

11. Repeated the objective(s) or performance requirement(s).    

12. Verified mastery by use of another question or rephrasing the original question.    

A passing score is 16 points or higher Total : 
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Module 3 – Teaching in 
the Water 
The most important part of diver courses takes place in the water. Sometimes it must be a calm envi-
ronment in which students can completely concentrate on their movements without being distracted by 
external factors. Sometimes in is necessary that students are confronted with external factors in order 
to learn how to deal with these.  That is only one example of the judgement that is required of Scuba 
Instructors when they are teaching courses. This chapter in your Instructor Candidate Workbook gives 
a foundation for the criteria you employ when you are teaching in the water. The real learning of this 
subject will then take place with your Instructor Trainer in the practical part of module 3. 
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Introduction 

This lecture covers techniques for teaching in a pool and in open wa-
ter. 

It is the only formal lecture in this module. Throughout this part of 
the Instructor Training Course candidates do presentations. Depend-
ing on performance, these presentations serve as a basis for counsel-
ling and/or workshops. This means that teaching and learning con-
tinue after this first (formal) lecture is completed, but in a way that is 
adapted to your specific needs. 

To pass this module, attendance of this lecture is required, as well as 
fulfilling performance requirements. 

In addition to participation in this lecture, counselling sessions and 
workshops, passing this module involves: 

 Presenting at least 3 pool presentations 

 Presenting at least 4 presentations in open water 

 Participating in at least 6 pool presentations (as assistant or stu-
dent) 

 Participating in at least 8 open water presentations (as assistant 
or student) 

 Passing at least 1 pool presentation and 2 presentations in open 
water with the minimum score or higher (as defined on the evalu-
ation form). 

 Scoring 80% or higher on the end-of-module written exam on 
standards relative for in-water sessions and individual skills. 

Candidates in an add-on programme must teach at least one in-water 
presentation (pool or open water) and achieve a passing score (re-
makes are allowed). Add-on candidates do not do the exam for in-
water standards. Based on previous training and experience this lec-
ture can be shortened. 

Should a candidate fail to fulfil the performance requirements, then 
remedial sessions must be scheduled. This may not be possible with-
in the planned timeframe. 

Objectives of In-Water Training 

What is the key difference between pool sessions and open water 
training? 

Both pool sessions and training in open water are “in-water training”. 
The key difference lies in the goal. 

While theory explains WHY divers do things the way they do, the 
pool sessions teach HOW to do it. Pool sessions are thus about “doing 
things”, which is referred to as motor skills. 

What are the performance 
requirements for the in-water 
training module? 
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Developing motor skills works best if external factors are excluded as 
much as reasonably possible. Learning how to perform new move-
ments is most effective when students can fully concentrate on each 
step. Such concentration requires removing physical stressors such 
as low temperature, water movement or exertion, as well as mental 
stressors such as haste or fear of not being able to breathe. 

Performing a movement does not mean that you are DOING motor 
skills – you are LEARNING them. As long as you intellectually trigger 
each step, we do not speak of a motor skill.  

Example: clearing a mask of water is a motor skill, but the sequence 
of movements – looking up – pushing on the upper part of the mask – 
exhaling via the nose – is not a motor skill, as long as the diver has to 
remind himself of each step. Only when one movement automatically 
triggers the next, we speak of a motor skill. In order to reach that 
level of performance requires several repetitions. 

The objective of training in open water is to ADJUST to the real condi-
tions with which local divers are confronted. In most cases these 
conditions are not suitable for learning motor skills. The need to ad-
just implies external influences which are to be excluded as much as 
possible for pool (or confined water) sessions. 

For beginner courses the difference between skill development (pool 
sessions) and adapting to diving circumstances (dives in open water) 
is clear from the content of the Methods & Materials manuals. 

In later courses (continuing education for an autonomous diver) the 
division between pool sessions and training in open water blurs.  

Also at that level a student would benefit from the calm conditions in 
a pool if the complexity of new skills is high (photography, perform-
ing demonstrations). For skills of lower complexity (navigation, some 
rescue skills) learning could very well take place in an open water 
environment with which the participants are familiar. 

For beginner courses, the Methods & Materials manuals clarify which 
parts of the course take place in a pool and which parts in open wa-
ter. For higher courses it becomes a matter of instructor judgement. 

Objectivism claims that reality exists independently of the indi-

vidual mind. In theory sessions this means that a teacher can 

formulate an objective, provide the information needed to fulfil 

that objective and test the outcome. 

Constructivism claims that reality is in the eye of the beholder. 

In theory sessions this means that a teacher would formulate a 

general plan of direction and guide and facilitate learning rather 

than holding a monologue. There are many aspects to con-

structivism, but key points are learning in context and discover-

ing knowledge as an integrated whole are often mentioned. 

How does the difference 
between objectivist and 
constructivist learning apply to 
in-water training? 
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For scuba diving, an objectivist approach to skills offers two key ad-
vantages: 

 Objectivist skills (just as with knowledge) are made measurable 
by formulating a performance requirement. Measurable skills can 
be documented, which serves as defence in cases of liability alle-
gations. 

 Diving can be dangerous and to prevent foreseeable risk, some 
things simply have to be done in the way they have been defined 
throughout decades of experience. Objectivism is best suited to 
formulate and measure “how”. 

A constructivist approach however should not be ignored for good 
reasons: 

 Our current understanding of how to do things has developed 
over time – pioneer divers have engaged in trial-and-error. They 
found out the hard way what does not work, but their “experi-
ments” have made way for the development of a set of skills that 
work well. Through further experiments, we can learn more. 

 Diving conditions change. A diver must adapt to ever changing 
situations. Dives in open water thus provide a continuing (con-
structivist) learning experience. 

 Some skills are not deemed essential for safety and are thus not 
part of minimum requirements in a dive course. However – devel-
oping these skills (moving underwater, swimming backward, us-
ing water movement to one’s advantage) substantially increases 
the “capabilities” of a diver. 

For in-water training, the objectivist approach consists of setting an 
objective, providing input on how to do the skill and then to practise 
with students until that objective is fulfilled. Further repetitions are 
intended to improve automating that same skill – the transfer of in-
tellectually triggered steps in order that it becomes a motor skill. 

A constructivist approach for in-water training deals with long term 
development of more general skills. Each session of a beginner 
course should consist of learning new (objectivist style) skills and 
further improvement of general skills. This requires an instructor to 
observe all student’s movements with respect to trim, buoyancy, 
swimming style and so on and to provide guidance for improvement. 

One could see the role of an instructor in objectivist skills as the “tra-
ditional teacher” and the role in constructivist skills as a coach or 
mentor. 

The Role of the Staff 

Simple objectivist training refers to sessions in which a student must 
learn to perform a clearly defined skill (such as clearing a mask of 
water), but which do not require substantial organization. In most 
cases these are one-on-one sessions or sessions with very few stu-

What are the four different 
types of in-water training? 
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dents in which one or very few skills are learned or practised. Simple 
objectivism is also referred to as remedial training. 

Complex objectivist training involves just like simple objectivism the 
learning of clearly defined skills. In this case the complicating factor 
is the number of skills, or the number of students. Complex objectiv-
ist training often involves the use of certified assistants. 

Simple constructivist training aims to improve general skills that are 
not defined in a measurable performance requirement, but are rather 
formulated in more general terms (such as moving smoother through 
the water). Simple constructivist learning is done within lectures or 
dives in which an instructor notices things that could be done better 
and provides input to the diver. In this case the session is not planned 
for constructivist learning. 

Complex constructivist training involves sessions that are planned to 
work towards a goal that is formulated in general terms. It normally 
involves a complex subject. Manual underwater photography can 
serve as an example. The intent of a photo course is to take pictures 
of gradually increasing quality. Quality of a picture however is subjec-
tive and taking pictures depends on subject, environmental factors, 
diver’s preferences and much more. Sessions must be planned so that 
experiences can be made and input can be provided based on those 
experiences. 

Assistant Scuba Instructors are trained for simple objectivist train-
ing. They function within an organization that is established by a 
professional of higher level. Their role is to work with students who 
are slower or faster than the rest of the group. They repeat skills 
with students while they wait for their turn. They accompany stu-
dents in open water to perform skills in continuing education cours-
es. But, in all cases it is not them who are responsible for keeping the 
overview of the session or course. The tasks that are delegated to 
Assistant Scuba Instructors increase with time. Instructors observe 
personal aptitude and experience. With growing confidence in the 
Assistant Instructors’ skills, an increasing amount of tasks can be 
delegated. 

Assistant Scuba Instructors also engage in simple constructivist train-
ing. While they are underwater with students or certified divers, they 
observe them. If actions are observed that could be done differently 
to improve control or comfort, they offer advice (in a non-offensive 
manner). They let students benefit from their personal dive experi-
ence. 

Scuba Instructors engage in the same type of training as Assistant 
Scuba Instructors, but also in complex objectivist training. The train-
ing of Scuba Instructors prepares them for organizing complex ses-
sions and complete courses. This presentation is a key factor in that 
development. Scuba Instructor is the lowest instructor level allowing 
to take responsibility for a certification course. 

Which SCUBA C&P professional 
engages in which type of 
training? 
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Complex constructivist training is the most difficult to conduct. It 
requires in-depth knowledge of the subject that is being taught as 
well as a good understanding of what constructivism is all about. 
Training of that subject is provided in the modules that prepare to 
teach Scuba Guides and Assistant Scuba Instructors. Complex con-
structivist sessions may only be conducted by instructors who are 
certified at those levels. 

The Environment 

Pool sessions must allow for students to fully concentrate on the 
learning of new skills. This involves removing external factors which 
could detract from a favourable situation. It also involves an envi-
ronment that allows for all actions needed for teaching to be done in 
an efficient manner. 

Skill demonstrations are part of the input a student needs to learn a 
skill (in most cases). Demonstrations must allow students to see all 
details of a skill and thus require good visibility. Also an instructor 
needs to have good visibility. Whilst the students are performing 
skills, they could make mistakes. To provide adequate input on how 
to do better, the instructor must be able to see what mistake was 
made. 

In striving to remove mental stressors one must have access to shal-
low water. A student who has to remove a mask or regulator for the 
first time may be afraid to do this. Being in water that allows just 
standing up to get the head above water can reduce stress. Reduced 
stress increases chances of correct skill performance. 

Working to remove physical stressors implies that pool sessions are 
done in an environment without (too much) water movement and at 
a comfortable temperature. Water movement would also be an ex-
ternal factor that complicates skills, while low temperature will re-
duce motivation to repeat skills as often as needed to achieve motor 
skill level. 

Some skills can only be conducted in water which is too deep to stand 
up in (exiting deep water, giant stride entry, removal of the scuba 
unit at the surface, etc.). The teaching environment must accommo-
date this need. 

Distractions make it difficult to concentrate on the lecture. For pool 
training it is preferred to have a calm environment without abundant 
underwater life or large numbers of swimmers. 

Instructors need to establish that a student is ready to progress to 
open water. This requires observing the student swimming and 
maintaining direction. Slow swimming without drifting up or sinking 
is important for keeping control during open water dives. To estab-
lish if a student is ready for that, some distance needs to be covered, 
which requires a relatively large pool (at least 10 meters long). 

What are criteria for selecting 
the location for a pool session? 
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The ideal solution would be a swimming pool that is reserved for the 
course group only. It would be a swimming pool with both a shallow 
and deep end that is large enough for swimming longer distances. 

Sharing a pool with other activities is an alternative which would 
work best if part of the pool could be reserved for diving activities 
(providing for example 2 lanes for swimmers and 2 lanes for divers). 

To ascertain that a confined water environment is suitable or not is a 
decision that can only be taken by an instructor. A definition is pro-
vided in the Services, Standards & Procedures manual. Essentially the 
decision should be taken based on the criteria covered in the previ-
ous section. 

As an instructor, visit the site you intend to use and ask yourself if all 
tasks that are part of a pool session can be fulfilled in those condi-
tions. If you can reduce stressors to a minimum and can fulfil all goals 
of a pool session, you may consider the confined water site as the 
equivalent of a pool. 

Training in open water is intended to allow students to apply what 
they have learned in theory and in pool training to the typical cir-
cumstances of the local diving environment. This implies the pres-
ence of all stressors that are inherent to the locations that local di-
vers normally visit. 

The level of training must be taken into account. Scuba Divers are 
trained for local diving up to a maximum depth of 12 meters while 
guided by a scuba professional. 

Open Water Scuba Divers are trained for autonomous diving to a 
maximum depth of 20 meters at sites that have a physical depth re-
striction (so no drop-offs or blue water diving). 

Basic Advanced Scuba Divers are still limited to a maximum depth of 
20 metres, but are not limited to sites with a physical depth re-
striction. 

Advanced Scuba Divers are trained for autonomous diving to a max-
imum depth of 30 meters and can dive at sites with limited vertical 
restrictions or none at all. 

For autonomous divers, there is always another restriction. They are 
considered autonomous only in conditions that are equal to, or better 
than, those experienced during their training, or with which they 
have gained experience after completion of their course. 

As a first step the selection of the site must reflect the level of the 
divers in the training session. If divers of different levels participate 
in the same dive (which could occur in photography training or other 
special courses), the lowest certification level is decisive. 

Which environment fulfils the 
criteria for a pool session? 

What are the criteria for 
selecting the location for open 
water training? 
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Selecting a site for training in open water is a matter of balancing 
safety (including the restrictions of the certification levels of the 
participating divers) and the intended learning outcome. 

At the end of a course, divers must be comfortable in the conditions 
normally experienced by local divers. These could be calm comforta-
ble conditions, but could just as well include cold water, strong cur-
rents, surf entries or other complicating factors. The intent of a 
course is to prepare divers for local conditions and that requires ex-
posure to those conditions. Learning (including getting used to dive 
conditions) must take place during the course and under your guid-
ance, rather than after completion of the course when divers go into 
the water without professional supervision. 

If local conditions vary, begin open water training in the mildest con-
ditions and then progress to more challenging sites. 

Open water training can be seen as the transfer from the protected 
pool or confined water environment to the more challenging “real 
diving circumstances”. The transfer requires information on what to 
expect and then experiencing the conditions. 

For some special environments, a formal introduction is formulated. 
This is called an initiation. Initiations are available for boat, night, 
nitrox, current, dry suit, low visibility and diving at altitude. If no 
formal introduction is available, students rely on your knowledge of 
and experience with local conditions. 

The fact that training includes adapting to local conditions implies 
that a certified diver is NOT prepared for other conditions. Condi-
tions that prepare a diver for all other conditions do not exist. An 
autonomous diver is thus only prepared to dive in conditions that are 
equal to or better than those in which he was trained. 

Dive professionals should offer supervised introductions for divers 
who travel to a new location. It does not really matter what name is 
given to such sessions, but they should include a briefing on the cir-
cumstances to be expected, the techniques used by local divers and 
then one or more guided dives to experience the conditions. 

Inform students during courses of the limitations of their training 
with respect to dive conditions. 

General Considerations 

General considerations for in-water training sites are aspects that do 
not directly concern the lecture. 

Consider a map and information-sheet for the sites used, including 
directions how to get there, as well as additional information on the 

What are the consequences of 
the selection criteria for open 
water sites? 

What are general 
considerations for in-water 
training sites? 
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availability of (for example) restrooms, parking, possibilities for 
changing; recommendations for clothing (before and after the dive), 
etc.  

If you have a map pointing out your dive sites, consider colour coding 
them (as in the skiing industry). For example: green for sites that are 
suitable for Scuba Divers, red for Open Water Scuba Divers and black 
for Advanced Scuba Divers. 

Once the group has arrived at the site/boat, provide a short tour for 
those who are at this location for the first time. Provide information 
about facilities, where to store equipment, safety regulations, etc.  

There are three categories of equipment for in-water sessions – per-
sonal equipment for each student, personal equipment for the 
course staff, and group equipment. These are listed in the Services, 
Standards & Procedures manual. 

Make sure replacement equipment is available on-site - especially 
weights, masks, and a complete scuba unit to exchange in case of 
malfunction or bad fit. 

Adequate surface support is useful for many types of training. 

Provide a line for ascent and descent training. A line should be an-
chored with an adequate weight and be attached to a surface support 
with adequate flotation. The line also serves for better control of 
skills performed at the bottom. 

A vertical ascent/descent line should be at least 12 mm in diameter 
and should be attached with adequate tension. 

How to Prepare a Pool Presentation 

Pool presentations begin with an introduction. 

The second part is for providing input (explanation and/or demon-
stration). 

The third part is where students learn the skill(s) - comprising organ-
ization, teaching, and problem solving. 

The last part is the debriefing. 

Introduction 

The introduction is intended to inform participants about the lecture 
to be conducted. It consists of a statement on what are to be the 
skills (an overview), informing the students of the expected results 
(performance requirements and/or objectives) and the reason why 
this is important for the students (value). 

What are equipment 
considerations for in-water 
training? 

What is the sequence of a pool 
presentation? 

What are the elements of the 
introduction for a pool session 
and toward which criteria is the 
introduction measured? 
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The overview can be kept very short. It could be something such as – 
“after our briefing we first go in the shallow end to do three different 
skills and then progress to the deep end for two more. After the skills 
are done you will have time to practise. We will do the debriefing 
after we have changed”. An overview may also contain additional 
information, such as welcoming students, giving your name or the 
name of an assistant and/or other comment. However – the overview 
does not have a dominant role in the learning process and should 
never be time consuming. 

Performance requirements are related to objectivist type learning. A 
performance requirement informs a student of the expected level of 
performance and hence must be expressed clearly. Performance re-
quirements are taken from the respective M&M manual. The instruc-
tor must formulate a sentence in such a manner that there is no 
doubt of what is expected for passing the session or skill. 

Formulations for performance requirements may include: “An ac-
ceptable performance is when you . . . “”You pass when you show me 
that you can . . . “”You must be able to . . . “”What I expect from you in 
this session is that you show me you can . . .” 

Objectives are formulated in more general terms. Objectives express 
a desired learning outcome, rather than a binding minimum perfor-
mance. Objectives are used for performances that are not strictly 
bound to a single session, but are developed over time. Using hands 
for stability or propulsion while swimming under water would be an 
example in point.” It is our objective to reduce hand movement”. 

Formulation for objectives may include: “It would be great when 
we . . . “”What I would like you to concentrate on is improv-
ing/reducing . . . “”Since we are getting ready to go into the open wa-
ter, I would like to put emphasis on . . .” 

The value expresses why mastery of a skill is desirable or needed. 
The value should fulfil two purposes. It should place a skill into con-
text, which makes it easier to recognise a situation in which the skill 
can be used. It should also make clear that the student benefits from 
the mastery of a skill. 

Benefits are expressed in the form of personal gain: become inde-
pendent of an instructor, safe time, increase comfort, dive safer, 
spend less money, expand diving opportunities, find more potential 
buddies, etc.  

An example for a partially flooded mask: “if you dive, it is always pos-
sible that condensation blurs your vision. You could, of course, go 
back to the surface to clean the mask, but being able to do it under-
water would be quicker and less stressful. This can be done by flood-
ing the mask partially with water, shaking your head until all conden-
sation is removed, and then clearing the mask”. This example places 
the skill into context (blurred vision underwater) and expresses what 
is gained (quicker solution with less stress). 
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If multiple skills are part of the same session, an objective or perfor-
mance requirement and a value should be expressed for each skill. 
Often it is possible to group two or more skills and provide a com-
bined value. The various skills are tied together in the overview. 

Input 

Although divers can receive input from manuals and video, the in-
structor remains the most important source of information. No mat-
ter how good a book or video is, the instructor can take context into 
account and provide three dimensional examples (demonstrations). 

Learning a skill is not an isolated event. Skills are part of a course, 
which means that it is likely that some sub-skills are already mas-
tered. The information provided in the input-phase must take into 
account what students already know or are able to do. 

The input phase consists of three elements. Organization addresses 
sequence, positioning, and other logistical issues. Communication 
provides an explanation for unknown signals and an explanation 
addresses the movements that are to be made in order to do the skill. 
The content of the explanation and the demonstration are a com-
bined effort. Increasing detail in one of them reduces the need for 
detail in the other. 

For most skills the organization can be kept simple and expressed in 
one or two sentences. Dynamic skills (skills in which students move 
from one location to another) may require more input. In general, 
training in open water requires more detailed instructions on organi-
zation than pool sessions. 

Communication should not repeat signals or cues that are known 
from previous sessions. The most common need to explain signals is 
how an instructor indicates which skill to perform. This does not 
have to be a hand signal. It might just as well be something like tap-
ping on the shoulder as signal to replace the mask after a no-mask 
breathing exercise. 

The combination of explanation and demonstration should provide 
the student with all needed information to perform a skill. Some as-
pects are more easily demonstrated (such as hand position for alter-
nate air source breathing) while other aspects must be explained 
(such as using the tongue as a splash shield when using the purge 
button to clear a regulator). 

The combination of explanation and demonstration requires instruc-
tor judgement. Such judgement for the most effective way of provid-
ing input can only be learned in context – actual sessions with (simu-
lated) students. 

Both an explanation and demonstration requires a high level of 
knowledge and skill from the part of the instructor. To convey trust 

How do divers receive 
information on the way to 
perform a skill, what 
information should or should 
not be included and to which 
criteria is the input measured? 
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and respect toward students and to assure effective learning, a 
demonstration must be of good quality. A good demonstration: 

 Is done slowly with deliberate movement 

 Takes the position of the students into account so that every diver 
can see all sub-skills 

 Shows only the movements that belong to the skill. Maintaining 
balance while neutrally buoyant is essential to avoid unintended 
movements 

Explanations and demonstrations should be short and to the point. If 
a skill must be done in a sequence, provide information for the order 
in which it is done. 

Organization 

A key difference between an Assistant Scuba Instructor and a Scuba 
Instructor is the training for organizing complex objectivist sessions. 

In a session in the water, the instructor is the limiting factor. The 
instructor introduces skills and confirms mastery. This means that 
on many occasions students must wait their turn. A good organiza-
tion means first of all that an instructor’s time is used in an efficient 
manner. 

A measure for effectiveness is a ratio between the time the instructor 
works with students for learning skills or improving performance 
and the time required for switching from one student to another, or 
other actions that are not directly related to teaching and learning. 

In direct relation with the above, another criterion for the quality of 
organization is the ratio between the time each individual student 
spends on skill development and the time a student waits for her/his 
turn. 

Organization also involves control over a session. Positioning is a key 
factor for achieving and maintaining control. For organization there 
are three questions that can be used to measure effectiveness: 

 Were all students in the angle of vision of either an instructor or 
assistant at all times (within reason)? 

 Did all students have the option to communicate with either an 
assistant or instructor without a need to turn around or another 
complicating factor to get eye contact (within reason)? 

 Were the instructor and assistant(s) in each other’s line of vision 
for easy communication? 

In the above questions, the notion “within reason” indicates that it is 
OK to look away for from time to time. The key is to be in a position 
to be able to see all and to project a general awareness of the sur-
roundings.  

What is organization and how is 
the quality of organization 
measured? 
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Planning of a lecture is important, but so is adapting to circumstanc-
es. Conditions change. Although adapting to changing conditions is 
more important in open water, it also applies to pool presentations. 
For example, if after a rain shower the visibility in the pool is re-
duced, demonstrations have to be done at closer distance and groups 
must be kept more compact. 

Teaching 

The actions of instructors must benefit the learning process of all 
students. Actions of the instructor must go beyond the point of 
providing input in an explanation and/or demonstration. Simply 
expecting the initial input to be sufficient for all participants is not 
good enough. 

Each skill to be learned is defined in a performance requirement or 
objective. Instructor judgement is required to confirm correct per-
formance. Accepting performance that does not fulfil requirements, 
as well as rejecting performance that does, denotes poor quality in 
teaching skills. Rejecting acceptable performance can undermine 
student motivation (and thus learning). 

Accepting poor performance can be dangerous. The performance 
requirements are established to define a minimum skill level to dive 
safely. Accepting skills that do not fulfil a performance requirement 
can result in certifying students who should not yet dive within the 
parameters of the certification level of the course. 

Students who try a skill for the first time or practice to improve a skill 
need guidance. Instructors must play an active role in identifying 
movements that are not yet as efficient as they could be and provid-
ing input on improvement. Whenever possible, that input should be 
provided underwater. 

Assistants have a role for safety, as well as teaching. The instructor 
decides what assistants should do. This could go to the extent that the 
instructors limit their own role to supervising, while the assistant 
does the actual demonstrations and work with students. It can also 
mean splitting the group. In such a case the instructor would work on 
new skills with one group, while assistants work with others to im-
prove skills already learned. 

When a student has completed a skill with success, the instructor 
should confirm this in order to allow the student to completely con-
centrate on a next skill. This confirmation could be shaking hands, 
applause, showing a slate with some text, or other. 

Teaching in combination with organization must take the level of 
training into account. 

  

How does an instructor fulfil the 
role as teacher and how can the 
quality of teaching be 
measured? 
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Problem Solving 

It should be evident that instructors are required to recognize poten-
tially dangerous situations and to correct such situations with im-
mediate actions. 

Most problems do not involve danger. Any performance that falls 
short of desired mastery is a “problem”. Problems can thus be split 
into different categories: 

 A problem that results in a potentially dangerous situation (here 
and now) requires immediate action. 

 A problem that prevents a performance requirement from being 
fulfilled requires the instructor to provide input on how to do bet-
ter and then allow the student another try (within reason). 

 A problem that does not prevent fulfilling a performance require-
ment, but complicates a skill unnecessarily or is in conflict with 
more general educational objectives should be corrected, but does 
not necessarily require another try (apart from additional practice 
for developing motor skill level). For these problems, a debriefing 
is an excellent occasion to provide additional input. 

 Problems in general diving skills (or courses working on objec-
tives rather than performance requirements) are reason enough 
for additional input in a non-offensive manner. Here the instructor 
takes the role of coach or mentor in guiding students to ever in-
creasing mastery. Often this type of input is given in a debriefing. 

Problems should not be confused with the consequences of a prob-
lem. If a student fails to clear a mask of water, that is a consequence 
and not a problem. The problem can be that the student exhales via 
the mouth rather than the nose, or allows air to escape at the upper 
part of the mask. If a student floats to the surface with an overinflated 
BCD, then that is likely to be a consequence of a problem with inflator 
use. 

Before any input or corrective measures can be provided, the instruc-
tor must identify the problem. Consequences of a problem rarely 
provide a basis for further teaching. 

An instructor is expected to notice problems quickly (almost instant-
ly), but the reaction to a problem should be appropriate. In danger-
ous situations, reactions must be immediate. In other situations al-
lowing students some time for self-correction is more appropriate. 

Students do not DO motor skills, but are LEARNING them. Intellectu-
ally triggering the steps of a skill sometimes causes delays between 
sub-skills. Reacting to a problem during such a delay is disturbs the 
learning process rather than supporting it. 

  

What is expected of an 
instructor with respect to 
problem solving and how is that 
performance measured? 
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Debriefing 

Input on performance is important for the learning process. When 
possible and appropriate, such input is provided underwater. A de-
briefing is an opportunity to remind students of what they have 
learned, as well as for continuing the learning process with aspects 
that could not be communicated underwater. 

Within a debriefing the correctly performed sub-skills are empha-
sized. If input on possible improvements are to be given, there is a 
risk that students will not only improve those sub-skills, but also that 
parts that were already performed correctly. Providing input on cor-
rect performance prevents this from happening. 

A key element is the provision of input for improvement. This is a 
two-step process. First of all the problem for which input will be giv-
en is identified. This is normally a problem related to general diving 
skills or a problem that complicates the practised skill. Second the 
instructor provides input on possible ways to do the same skill in a 
different manner. 

As part of a debriefing, students should also be reminded of the ob-
jective or performance requirement of the session. Also repeat the 
reason why this is important (the value). 

What is different in Open Water 

Sessions in open water are measured with the same criteria as pool 
training. The answers to questions in those criteria can differ sub-
stantially due to the different context and goal. 

Many of the criteria to measure the quality of a presentation are con-
text dependent. Sessions must take the level of training into account 
and must be appropriate for the conditions in which they are held. 
Learning how to become an effective instructor is a constructivist 
process – learning within the complexities of real life context. 

Introduction 

Performance requirements for open water sessions are often formu-
lated in more general terms than for pool sessions, but the key dif-
ference for an introduction is found in the value. 

Values are meant to explain why a skill is important and should be 
placed in context in order to readily recognise situations in which a 
skill can be of use. Since open water is often about ADJUSTING an 
already learned skill for prevailing conditions, rather than about 
LEARNING a new skill, the value should not address why a skill is 
useful, but why it is desirable to do the skill again in a different con-
text. 

What are the elements of a 
debriefing and how is the 
quality of a debriefing 
measured? 

How can an introduction for an 
open water session differ from 
an introduction for a pool 
session? 
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The value justifies the need to repeat an already learned skill. This is 
best illustrated by a few examples: 

Controlled Emergency Swimming Ascent 

 Pool: The controlled emergency swimming ascent makes you less 

dependent on a buddy, because it allows you to reach the surface 

in an out or air situation without help if your buddy is further away 

or does not notice you asking to share air. 

 Open water: You noticed in the pool that it is hard to exhale con-

tinually for a distance of 10 meters. This might give you the feeling 

that you do still depend on your buddy in case of an out of air situ-

ation. That feeling of dependence on the alertness of others can 

cause stress. To show you that such stress is not needed, I will give 

you the opportunity of performing the emergency swimming as-

cent vertically. You will see that the expanding air in your lungs 

makes it much easier to cover a considerable distance while exhal-

ing continually. 

Mask Removal, Replacement and Clearing 

 Pool: “During a dive, you can notice discomfort which can only be 

solved by removing your mask. Perhaps a strap requires adjust-

ment or you want to put on a hood. As a diver you should be able 

to remove, replace and clear a mask of water”. 

 Open Water: “In the pool you learned to remove and replace a 

mask as well as to clear it of water. I would now like to give you the 

opportunity to do exactly the same skill in open water. Your hood 

and gloves are going to make the manipulations more difficult”. 

The experience of doing this skill with the added complexity will 

make you more confident as a diver. 

 
Input 

Input must take into account what students already master or know. 
That notion represents the major difference for input between pool 
sessions and training in open water. 

In many cases skills have already been learned in a pool before they 
are practised in open water. That is especially the case in courses 
such as Scuba Diver and Open Water Scuba Diver, but can also apply 
to higher certification levels. 

If a skill was recently learned in a pool environment, a student will 
not (or hardly) benefit from a demonstration in open water. The ex-
planation of a skill could be rather short. It is more a reminder of 
steps rather than teaching the steps. 

However – if adapting a skill to the conditions in open water requires 
divers to do things differently, then those differences should be ex-

How can the input for an open 
water session differ from a pool 
session? 
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plained. In many cases a need for such “changes” can be avoided by 
taking future application in the open water into account when intro-
ducing skills in the pool. 

Some skills are only possible in open water. Ascents and descents are 
an example. The sub skills at the surface and the bottom can be simu-
lated and practised, but the actual ascent with its change in pressure 
(and thus buoyancy) cannot. Hence briefings for such skills require 
attention to the part that has not yet been learned. 

If new skills are learned directly in open water (as is the case in many 
continuing education courses) then the input phase is largely the 
same as for a pool session. It then includes a detailed explanation and 
probably a demonstration. 

Organization 

Organization depends strongly on context. The main variation in 
open water conditions requires instructors to adapt their organiza-
tion to circumstances that are not always completely predictable. 
Hence planning must be flexible enough to adapt to the situation at 
hand. This may require fast communication, which makes position-
ing (especially of assistant(s)) an essential issue. Depending on the 
circumstances, the role of assistants may be directed more towards 
safety, rather than to assisting in teaching. 

Teaching 

For beginner level training, assistants do not normally repeat al-
ready learned skills with the intention of progressing to motor skill 
level. For those levels, adapting to the conditions in open water is the 
key objective of the open water sessions. 

Continuing education programmes in open water more resemble a 
pool session. Skills learned in open water should be repeated in open 
water until mastery reaches the level of motor skill (one movement 
triggers the next). This means to say that it is appropriate to ask as-
sistants to repeat skills which were already learned with the instruc-
tor. 

Problem Solving 

Problem solving in open water is largely the same as problem solv-
ing in the pool. The consequences of missing a problem may not be. 
A problem that is relatively harmless in a pool (not releasing a con-
stant stream of bubbles when the regulator is not in the mouth), may 
be potentially dangerous in the open water (holding breath while 
ascending).  

The above does not imply that instructors should deal with problems 
differently than in a pool. It just means that missing a problem could 
result in a lower score, because the potential for a dangerous situa-
tion is higher. 

How can the organization for 
an open water session differ 
from a pool session? 

How can teaching for an open 
water session differ from a pool 
session? 

How can problem solving for an 
open water session differ from a 
pool session? 
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Debriefing 

The debriefing for an open water session does not differ from the 
debriefing for a pool session. 

 

Evaluation Criteria 

For the evaluation criteria, please turn to the next page. 

  

How can a debriefing for an 
open water session differ from a 
pool session? 
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Pool & Open Water presentation: 0 point 1 point 2 points 

General 

1. Does the prepared presentation correspond to the assigned presentation? Yes No  - 5 points 

Introduction (setting the lecture) 

2. Clearly express what will be done, what the required/desired performance is and why 
this is valuable/needed? 

   

Input (provide input on how to do what is asked) – consisting of explanation and/or demonstration 

3. Was all information given/shown that a student would reasonably need for the required 
or desired performance? 

   

4. Did the information take into account what is already known/mastered?    

5. Did explanations and/or demonstration convey confidence by positioning the instructor 
as a “master”? 

   

6. Was information on organization and communication adequate for the intended ses-
sion? 

   

Organization 

7. Was the time invested in actually learning/improving performance substantially longer 
than the time needed for organization (delay between students)? 

   

8. Were all students adequately allowed to improve current and previous performances, 
rather than waiting for their turn? 

   

9. Were all students in the angle of vision of either an instructor or assistant at all times 
(within reason)? 

   

10. Did all students have the option to communicate with either an assistant or instructor 
without turning around or other complications to get eye contact (within reason)? 

   

11. Were the instructor and assistant(s) in each other’s line of vision for easy communica-
tion? 

   

12. Was the organization appropriate for the conditions (visibility, current, bottom composi-
tion, etc.)? 

   

Teaching 

13. Did all students fulfil the expressed performance requirement or did all students show 
a reasonable level of improvement? 

No 
 - 5 points 

  

14. Did the instructor confirm successful performance?    

15. Did actions from the instructor assist students toward faster fulfilment of the require-
ment or level of improvement? 

   

16. Were decisions from the instructor in how assistants were used appropriate for both 
safety and for working toward good learning outcomes? 

   

Problem solving 

17. Has immediately corrected problems that potentially result in a dangerous situation (at 
that place and time)? 

Not at all 
  - 5 points 

  

18. Has identified problems resulting in not fulfilling the required performance or improving 
and has taken appropriate actions to allow students to do better in the next try? 

   

19. Has identified problems fast, but handled all problems in an adequate manner, allow-
ing the students time for self-correction where that is appropriate and reacted quickly 
on occasions where that is needed? 

   

Debriefing (for those who passed the session) 

20. Explain which parts of the performance were as it should be (and should not be 
changed in the future)? 

   

21. Explain which parts of the skills could/should be better/done differently?    

22. Explain how the improvement would be possible?    

23. Confirm what was learned and why this is important?    

A passing score is 30 points or higher. Total: 
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Remedial session in pool or open water: 0 point 1 point 2 points 

General 

1. Does the prepared presentation correspond to the assigned presentation? Yes No  - 5 points 

Introduction (setting the lecture) 

2. Clearly express what does not yet work, what the required/desired perfor-
mance is and why this is valuable/needed? 

   

Input (provide input on how to do what is asked) – consisting of explanation and/or demonstration 

3. Was all information given/shown that a student would reasonably need for 
the required or desired performance? 

   

4. Did the information take into account what is already known/mastered?    

5. Did explanations and/or demonstration convey confidence by positioning the 
Assistant Instructor as a “master”? 

   

6. Was information on communication adequate for the intended session?    

Organization 

7. Was the time invested in actually learning/improving performance substan-
tially longer than the time needed for organization? 

   

8. Was the organization appropriate for the conditions (visibility, current, bot-
tom composition, etc.)? 

   

Teaching 

9. Did student(s) fulfil the expressed performance requirement or did student(s) 
show a reasonable level of improvement? 

No 
 - 5 points 

  

10. Did the Assistant Instructor confirm successful performance?    

11. Did actions from the Assistant Instructor assist students toward faster fulfil-
ment of the requirement or level of improvement? 

   

Problem solving 

12. Has immediately corrected problems that potentially result in a dangerous 
situation (at that place and time)? 

Not at all 
   - 5 points 

  

13. Has identified problems resulting in not fulfilling the required performance or 
improving and has taken appropriate actions to allow students to do better in 
the next try? 

   

14. Has corrected problems in general diving habits/skills in a casual but ade-
quate manner? 

   

15. Has identified problems fast, but handled all problems in an adequate man-
ner, allowing the students time for self-correction where that is appropriate 
and reacted quickly on occasions where that is needed? 

   

Debriefing (for those who passed the session) 

16. Explain which parts of the performance were as it should be (and should not 
be changed in the future)? 

   

17. Explain which parts of the skills could/should be better/done differently?    

18. Explain how the improvement would be possible?    

A passing score is 22 points or higher Total : 
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Module 4 – Skills for 
Scuba Instructors & 
Glossary 
The final touches to become a competent Scuba Instructor.  
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Introduction 

Scuba Instructors are trained to teach courses that are based on an 
objectivist learning tradition. These courses are marked in green in 
the below illustration. 

 

In order to teach an initiation a Scuba Instructor must have experi-
ence in the subject of the initiation to be taught. Instructors must 
have sufficient experience in the subject of the course to feel com-
fortable that they are able to teach the subject and are sure that their 
teaching is of benefit for the student. 

It is the responsibility of the individual Scuba Instructor to decide if 
the confidence and experience required to teach these courses is 
achieved. 

The authorization to teach implies that a candidate has a good level 
of knowledge and skills. 

This module is meant to verify knowledge and skills, to provide re-
medial training, and to give additional input. The duration of this 
module depends on the level of preparation of the participants. For 
well-prepared candidates this module can be completed in three 
days. 

Which courses is a Scuba 
Instructor allowed to teach? 

What are the requirements to 
successfully complete this 
module? 
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Candidates must participate in all scheduled sessions and workshops 
for this module. In addition to attendance, they must fulfil the follow-
ing performance requirements: 

 Participate in a session for skill development. The skills that are to 
be performed are selected by the Instructor Trainer. All individual 
skills must be performed at demonstration quality-level. 

 Show reasonable fitness and watermanship by completing a 
cooper test (swimming) and achieve a reasonable score (based on 
the age of the participant). 

 Score no less than 80% on exams selected by the Instructor Train-
er. Exams are chosen from courses that a Scuba Instructor is al-
lowed to teach. This can be Scuba Diver, Open Water Scuba Diver, 
Advanced Scuba Diver, Nitrox and Scuba Safety & First aid.  

Scuba Instructors may continue their education to acquire the 
knowledge and skills required to teach additional courses. Such 
training is modular. There are six modules leading up to Master Scu-
ba Instructor level. After each module, the instructor is allowed to 
teach one or more additional courses. 

Completing two modules qualifies an instructor for the Advanced 
Scuba Instructor rating. All modules must be completed to achieve 
Master Scuba Instructor level. Advanced Scuba Instructors who are 
interested in training scuba professionals may participate in the As-
sistant Scuba Instructor Trainer course. 

At the discretion of headquarters, training received from other diver 
training organizations may be credited towards the training re-
quirements for Advanced Scuba Instructor.  

In such cases the quality of the received training will be evaluated. 

Why is this Module Important 

The SCUBA C&P system places the instructor (rather than the system 
itself) in a central role. For instructors this is very important, making 
them valuable assets for their customers. 

If it were the system that was to be the central role, only books, video 
and other tools would be needed to pass on theory and techniques to 
both the instructor and the student. In such a system the role of an 
instructor would be reduced to that of “system operator”, making it 
hard to justify appropriate remuneration. 

It is essential for the success of instructors (and thus the SCUBA C&P 
system as well) to be able to perform good theory sessions and per-
form excellent skill demonstrations – it is the instructor, rather than 
the system, who provides this type of input. 

How can Scuba Instructors 
achieve a higher rating? 

Can instructor credentials from 
other diver training 
organizations be taken into 
account? 

What is an essential feature of 
the SCUBA C&P system? 
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Since a choice is made to trust the instructors in a central role to 
provide input, it must be assured that they are capable of functioning 
as such an “input provider”. 

The modules in the instructor course on methods for teaching theory 
and methods for in-water training deal with the organization of such 
training. 

This module deals with the content of lectures – the intent is to verify 
that instructors have an adequate level of knowledge and skills, to 
provide additional input to increase the “value” of the instructor and 
to remediate any problems that are observed. 

The choice of positioning instructors in a central role comes with the 
responsibility to verify that they are able to fulfil that responsibility. 

It also comes with the responsibility to provide additional input on 
techniques. The additional input deals with tricks and methods that 
increase the value of lectures and thus the value of the presence of an 
instructor in a course. 

The way this module is organised (workshops) also has a “learn how 
to learn” aspect. That means that we try to provide a method for con-
stantly increasing expertise of a diving instructor after formal train-
ing is completed. 

Glossary 

Words marked in red in the text of this candidate workbook are included in this glossary. 

 

Terminology Explanation 

Body of the presenta-
tion 

The main (centre) part of a theory presentation. An introduction (the 
beginning) serves to prepare the learning process and a closing (the end) 
serves to reinforce learning. The body is the part of the lecture where the 
actual teaching takes place. It provides the information that is needed to 
fulfil the performance requirements or objectives. 

Closing The closing is the last part of a theory presentation in which the learning 
process is reinforced. 

Cognitive disequilib-
rium 

An experience of discrepancy between a current experience or received 
information and something already known or believed. In a state of cogni-
tive disequilibrium there is a motivational drive to reduce dissonance and 
return to cognitive harmony. Although this can be done by dismissing or 
attacking the new experience or information, a good teacher can use cog-
nitive disequilibrium to motivate learning. Introductions can be formulat-
ed to create cognitive disequilibrium in order to “solve” the discrepancies 
in the body of the lecture. 

Cognitive harmony Cognitive harmony is a state in which a current experience or received 
information is compatible with things already known or believed. It is the 
goal of an instructor to assist students to achieve cognitive harmony at 
the end of a learning experience. 

What are the consequences of 
putting instructors in a central 
role? 
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Communication A part of a briefing for an in-water lecture in which the instructor ex-
plains the meaning of new hand signals or other (visible, tactile, audio) 
new ways to communicate something. 

Complex constructiv-
ist 

Complex constructivist learning refers to planned sessions in which par-
ticipants are guided through learning experiences. The instructor pro-
vides assignments and challenges based on the level a participant already 
has. The idea is to improve a participant’s skills and knowledge gradually 
(scaffolding). Rather than passing on information in a formal lecture, 
learning takes place by discovery. 

Complex objectivist Complex objectivist learning refers to a situation in which a student is 
prepared for a task (scuba diving) consisting of a variety of factors. The 
instructor cannot concentrate only on passing on skills and information in 
an effective manner, but must at the same time manage the programme to 
assure that all essential learning processes take place. 

Conduct Conduct is the part of the introduction of a theory lecture in which the 
instructor explains what the role of the participants will be. “Take notes, 
ask questions, open your book on page xyz”, and other such type of in-
structions are examples of conduct statements. 

Confined water Confined water is a part of an open water site that presents conditions 
which are comparable to the conditions in a swimming pool. Confined 
water is defined in the Standards & Procedures. 

Constructivism Constructivism denotes the believe that truth can be multiple. It accepts 
that knowledge is a construct in the brain of the individual. In this con-
struct learning and experience from the past are stored in a unique 
knowledge pattern. That pattern varies from person to person and con-
tinues its construction as people continue to learn. 

Contact The contact is the part of the introduction of a theory presentation in 
which an instructor has the goal to focus the undivided attention of all 
participants on the subject of the lecture. 

Context Context is the situation in which an experience or knowledge is placed. 
Abstract information is generalized to remove context. This is often the 
case in objectivist information. Constructivist type learning requires con-
text. Constructivists claim that information without context has a high 
risk of staying inert, as people do not recognize situations in which the 
information can be useful. 

Explanation Explanation is the part of a briefing for an in-water lecture in which the 
instructor explains how a skill is to be performed. The explanation focus-
ses on the movements a student must make to fulfil the performance re-
quirement. It does not address general issues such as organization or 
communication. 

Initiation An initiation is a course that can be combined with other courses. These 
courses mostly serve the purpose to prepare divers for special conditions. 
Initiations are often combined with Open Water Scuba Diver courses or 
are used as introductions to local diving.  

Introduction The introduction is the first part of a theory presentation. It is a prepara-
tion to allow effective learning in the next part of the lecture (the body). It 
consists of elements such as getting attention, defining conduct and moti-
vating students to participate in the learning process. 

Liability In relation to diving, liability mostly follows from failure to fulfil the duty 
of care an instructor has toward course (or dive) participants. 

Mastery Mastery means that a person (diver) masters a skill or information. Mas-
tery is reached when a diver knows or is able to do something when 
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asked. Mastery is not reached when an action is performed once. An in-
structor must be sure that a student can repeat an action in the future. 
Mastery means that a skill now belongs to the thing a person can do, or 
that knowledge is now something the person knows and understands. 

Mental stressors Mental stressors are factors that cause stress, but do not have a physical 
cause. Fear of darkness or depth, peer pressure or fear of failure are ex-
amples. Physical stress can be a cause of mental stress. 

Mentorship A mentor is a person who guides learning. It is related to the constructiv-
ist tradition that promotes learning in context. A mentor is in the same 
situation (context) as the learner and shares the thinking process that is 
leading to decisions. Sharing that thinking is what guides the learning 
process in which abstract knowledge is combined with contextual infor-
mation. 

Modular Divided into modules. A modular course is split up in different segments. 
Progress through the course means passing one module in order to get 
access to the next and so on. It stands in contrast to courses that are not 
split into segments and are subject to an examination at the end. In a 
modular course, passing the last module means passing the entire course. 

Motor skills Motor skills are skills in which one movement triggers the next. A student 
would intellectually trigger the steps of a skill (for example mask clearing 
– look up, push on the top of the mask, and exhale by the nose). As long as 
steps are intellectually triggered, a skill is not yet a motor skill. 

Objective An objective is the goal of a learning segment. Objectives are formulated 
in general terms. Example: take pictures in which the lighting of the sub-
ject and the background are in balance. Objectives are related to con-
structivism. In objectivism, such goals are performance requirements. 
This can be confusing because objective and objectivism are almost the 
same word. Performance requirements are measurable; objectives (in 
most cases) are not. 

Objectivism Objectivism relates to the view that knowledge of the world is possible 
and that it is the same for all. It is a very convenient view for teaching. 
The teacher provides true information to students and can then use 
standardised tests to verify knowledge of the information. Objectivism is 
not suitable for taking context into account.  

Objectivity Objectivity stands in contrast with subjectivity. Objective tests ask the 
same actions or answers from all and provide a clear pass/fail line. Objec-
tivity would require removal of all opinion, personal biases or emotional 
involvement and cannot deal very well with context. Objectivity removes 
responsibility from the individual by asking all to react in the same way to 
the same impulse. 

Organization Organization is the part of a briefing for an in-water lecture in which the 
instructor explains the role of participants, relative positions and/or the 
sequence of events. 

Overview The overview is the part of the introduction of a theory lecture in which 
the instructor provides the sequence of a lecture by relating the key 
points. 

Performance re-
quirement 

A performance requirement is a measurable statement that relates to a 
student what the required result of a (part of a) lecture is. To make a per-
formance requirement measurable, the choice of the verb is essential. 
Performance requirements are used in objectivist type lectures. In con-
structivist type learning objectives (which are formulated in more general 
terms) fulfil the same role. 
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Physical stressors Physical factors that cause stress. This can be temperature, water move-
ment, impact, too tight fitting equipment, etc. 

Professional A person who performs a duty (such as diving instructor) for a living. 

Relationships Relationships in a theory lecture are statements that place the newly 
learned information into a greater context. This can be done by bringing 
the content of the lecture into relation with other lectures, actual diving 
circumstances, experiences in the pool or open water, as well as any other 
aspect to which the information relates. 

Remedial training Remedial training solves problems in the knowledge, skills or under-
standing of students. It starts when it becomes clear that a student has a 
lack of understanding or cannot perform a required skill. Remedial train-
ing follows after asking a student to perform (doing a skill or writing a 
test). 

Simple constructivist Simple constructivist learning refers to opportunities that are not 
planned. An instructor observes students and divers and notices some-
thing that should or could be done differently. It relates to sharing contex-
tual information with students, without planning for it. 

Simple objectivist Simple objectivist teaching deals with one issue at a time and does not 
require an overview over an entire course. It consists of helping students 
to master an individual skill or to explain why a question should have 
been answered differently. 

Skills Skills are learning outcomes that involve physical movement. 
Training aids Training aids are added to voice and gestures to aid a student’s learning 

process. Presentations on electronic support, writing on the board, diving 
equipment or any other item can serve as a training aid. 

Value The value is what is gained with learning a new skill or information. It 
refers to personal benefit that can be taken from a lecture. The value of-
ten relates to concepts such as improving safety, saving money, becoming 
more independent, increasing comfort or other personal values. 

 

 

 

 


